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In a 'must win' situation,
Stony

Brook

def-eated

the, Kingsmen, «5.,-65,
on Saturday.
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-Story on Page 12

President Toll (left) and Acting Director of Safety Ronald Siegal (right) responding to the 40 safety
demands and questions from the floor at the mass meeting Friday.
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reported success of the Sin&-American talks in Pekig the pst few
days had added a sense of ugeny to IreIIi
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President Nixon came dose yesterday to proclaiming vitoryi
Indochina. In an impromptu news conference, Nixon dedd that
the U.S. had achieved its objective, "torent
the im ition by
force of a Communist government in South Vietnam." The
statement came after a meting with the AFL CIO Executie
Council at Miami Beach. He thanked the leaders of
anized
bor
for backing his Vietnam pofities.

The Connecticut leg
s Jday
Committee says it has
drafted a shield law that will be the subject of sim u
puic
hearings March first in five cities.
Under the bill no professional nsman would be required to
disclose the source from whom any inf
n seured by him was
procured unless such disclosure is efssental to prevent
mjse and
no other means are a e
to provide the info
n sought or
the defendant in a crminal action seeks the infoatn to prode
exculpatory evidence after indictment.
The Administration yesterday fornally asked Congress to devalue
the dollar by 10%. The dolam devaluation has already taken place on
the world's foreign ex
s and the action by Congress is
considered a formality. Technically it would raise the official price
of gold from $38 to $42.22. k
Nearly 400 persons were arrested yesterday in
QPlaelphi
en
striking teachers defied a court injunction and
d
e
demonstrations at seel public scs.
Te teacers have been on
strike for seven weeks. Despite the arrests, the demnations were
peaceful.

State
Staten Island resdents y
y staged a protest to halt frthe
construction of Ps tanks on the Iland foloing last week's f* and
explosion which
lod 40 ives. A
ae,
lned
a
memorial to the dead woamef , went to the ite of the
dy
where firemen continued to work their way enrough the rubble to
find the final three bodies stl unacouted for.
The New York State Automobilek
says the federal
government has failed to come up with
sa
s
ninl
school bus safety.
he
o
a
says there are i
sst
requirements and that a need exists to up
e safety
n
standards. The group called upon state offici to sphead a die
to change the situation.
Fire leveled a three-tory buildi at K
s Country Club in
the Sullivan County comnmunity of M
o last night.
Sullivan County Sheriff
ph
Waser says the fire is under
investigation for pible arson.
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Consumer Reports Claims FDA
Al lows Avoidable Contamination
The

Food

and

Dnug

Administration (FDA) yetda
r
__2 an products o
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A
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to

bureau said that the FDA wil}
take swift "punitive action" i
any case where a food item is
not up to the FDA's murmur

be aV3idable. In tests of peanut

g
mushrooms
which
we
ditibutd
by
a
pzz
u
in
O
Is
in
becase they are
beed
oontain botulism.
The m
ms came fom an
Ohio fir
which may have
distributed as many as 80,00
cans of the posonous mushroom
products. The pizza company
deliver its products to bans and
grocery stores within a 100-mile
ndius of sinike.
However, an article in the
i-sue of
_
Repts hdarges that the FDA
permits avfidable th in food
and thereby creates "a possible

butt, ae_ Consumers Union
said tha
a
finters
,
of 86
per cent of the smples tested
were
able
to
prevent
contamination
by
insect
hragents and rodent hairs.
The mazine urged the FDA
to rexising
filMth tolerances
to 'listic levels" as soon as
possible. According to Dr. Virgil
0. Wodicka, director of the
FDA's Bureau of Foods, the
agency is in the proess of doing
this "as fast as we can."
Wodicka said that the FDA
has
encountered
ereme
esistance from U.S. attorneys
around
the
country
to
prosecutins of even blatant
azd
to health.n
violations of filth standards.
Wodicka cited a cue in
According
to
Cnue
MileP. Al
, where the U.S.
Re
s,
ithe
"FDA stiR allows Attorney,
backed
b3
up to 50 insect. fagments or two Washington,
refused
to
det has in 30 ounees of prose
owners of a food
peanut bur.
Rats and mice
waehos Uwho
had failed to seal
Fick themseles, so their be"
hes
ugh w
wi
dens
frequently
1haias. F]ndI g
enteed in force. This was in
hort h
in a fnely ground spite of the fact that the PDA
Sprod
}like peamut butter
submitted evidence color
idatsthat tbey poal
phot of adult mice and nests
eneved in fecal pellets." The of baby mice.
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One product in which the
amount of conamion has
derease
over the years is
wheat. The FDA's tolerance for
contamination in wheat is one
rodent pellet per pint. The
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Crime Roundup

Bill Paultz and John Roche
_i
for 50 points y day
afternoon to lead the New York Nets to a 128-99 victory o
the
Dallas Chapa-a- . Paultz, wbo finsed with 26 points, got 16 I the
first half as the Nets opene up a 63-36 lead at the t
ion
d 16 of his 24 points in the second half
Roche, meanwhile,, _
as the Nets ineased their lead to 29 points late in the p e.
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years. Troops are leaving Vienram at the ate of 406 men a day, see
aidlest for
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meaning that if the rate
tinues all will be out by the Maeb 27th
withdrawal deadline.

A Chicago jury yesterday convicted former Illinos Governor Otto
Kemer of bribery, onspay, mail aud, pey
and inome tax
evasion. He could receive up to 83 years in prison and be fined
$93,000. Ile 64-year-old Kemer, now a Federal Appeals Court
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President Toll Pledges to Make Campus Safe

:>

By DAVID SCHWARTZ
University President John Toll
culty
tudentss
met with
mo"s at
members and campus
lt Priday to
Min
an open
demands
40
to
respond
presented to him earlier in the
week.

ed by
The meeting,
students Steven Hom nan and
Kathy Young, was a result of
increased concer- on the part of
the University Community over
camps Fsafety, because of the
death of Sherman Rftenberg on
February 7, when the Stony
Brook fLeshman fell into an
uncovered manhole containing
steam and boiling water.
Copies of Tonlls replies to
each of the 40 demands were
questions
and
distributed
regarding camps safety were

fielded by Toll and Ronald
t executive vice
Siegal, a
president and interim director of
campus safety. Major points
brought up were the lack of
adequate facilities for the
necessary
handicapped,
inesing of Infirmary service,
the setting up of an extensive
timetable for the completion of
campus safety projects outlined
in Toll's list of replies and giving
students,'. faculty and workers
the necesary authority to make
sure these projects were being
carried through.
The meeting began with ar.
opening address by Toll, who
expressed his grief at the death
of Raftenberg, which, he said,
affected us '"in a way that no
other event in the history of
Stony Brook has .affetedAs."
Saying that his death "would
not be forgotten," Toll pledged

that he would "do everything he
could to make the Stony Brook
campus safe," and thrtelned to
""dose down any construction
site that does not meet with the
University safety andads
Em ery Fond
Toll
esdtaed that Stony
Brook would receive $80,000 in
emergency funds for campus
safety, and that a permanent
coordinator
campus
safety
would be hired soon. In the
interim, Siegal will serve as
safety director, and will give
daily progress reports to Toll.
Members of the University
Community were urged to
submit suggestions on improving
campus safety to Siegal.
Dr. Arthur Upton, dean of the
School of Basic Health Sciences,
and Tom Ryan of Action Line
were asked to serve as the
student
and
faculty
representatves respectively, to
advise the Administration of its
safety
concerning
priorities
matters. Small task forces
to specific safety
assigned
problems, will be formed. On
March 2, a written status report
will be submitted to the campuss
with periodic reports to follow.
Covers for Manhole
Much discussion centered on
the demand for permanent vent
covers and barriers to be placed
on all manholes. Students asked
why they were never informed
that the steam vents were deadly
and why it took someone's
death to put barriers up. Toll's
reply that it has "always been
the intention of the University
to baside the manholess
brought angry yells and demands
for Toll's resignation from the

crowd.
director of
Jos6ep le,
Campus Safety and Security,
said that although Secity had
been notified that the barrier
three hours before
wasm
was

Radtenber

killed,

the

barrier was too hot to lift up and
replace,

so

Maintenance

was

called. Students esp d their
opinion that a Security officer
should hav remained on the
scene until the barrier was
replaced.

their
l
ex
Students
displeasure with Toll's p
to the fortieth deand, which
asked that students, faculty and
wores be placed on a SAFETY FIRST: Around 800 students, faculty, ad works ard
ds.
constrution panning board Pi sdetToll
to the 40 _rf y dm
e sd
present
Students
ig the campus. They
concern that Toll would only keys for elevators for those for re
failure of the
the
died
the
and
the
had
handicapped,
who
people
appoint
sae priorities and opinions as unavailability of a "medical Administratn to meet lighting
did Toll. They argued that single," without the cost of a deadlines as evidence that
campus eparscould met be
singe for those eeding one.
students, faculty and workers
must be given some authority to Toll said all of these points brought about as quicky as
resones would indicate.
into Tol's
looked
be
insure that proper action be would
A 40 points may
CGoftover
safety.
campus
concerning
taken
immediately.
Student reaction to Toll's have been a bit ridiculoust, sd
of
Prl
. She commented
as one sopo
Kipp Watson, a handicapped responses to the 40 dem
of
d
sn
general
a
that
e
,
c
senior
One
mixed.
numerous
of
the
spoke
student,
azards the handicapped must "I think Toll mu leveling with campus safety would have been
got more useful.
he's
but
face on campus, including the students,
At the request of the
adminisfrative hassles in bniny
lack of ramps at all building
amity, Ton added, a
Raftenberg
-A
about.
changes
slippery ramps during rain or the
in Shen's
established
prize,
is
a
'Toll
added,
sophomore
snow, numerous potholes, lack
rather name would be given to an
and is
of bathrooms equipped for the figurehead
in
student
outstanding
inability for powerless in the situation."
handicapped,
which
in
field
"'a
astronomy,
they
said
students
Many
to
students
wheelchair ridden
e
iy
was
use the bus service, hard to open couldn't believe that Toll was Sherman
interested."
deadlines
the
about
and fast closing doors, a lack of being sincere
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Senate Slashes Budget 11%

73-74 Budget Monies
Determined by Polity
By DAVID SCHWARTZ
The Polity Budget Committee met last night to begin determining
its budget for the 1973-1974 academic year.
The meeting, chaired by Polity Treasurer Mark Dawson, was the
first step in determining how much money would be allocated to the
various clubs and services funded by Polity. Other members of the
Committee present were Larry Stein, Stuart Levine, Fred Bauer and.
Brian Flynn. Polity estimates that it has $490,000 to allocate, $70
per student times an estimated 7,000 students.
, all allocations made
Because all budget requests were noty
last night were temporary. The Outing lub was given $1,200 to use
to plan trips and buy equipment.yA planned square dance and
movies were cut from the budget, t6 be decided on by the Progam
and Services Committee, who ado decide the allocations of all
non-athletic clubs. The football (lub was allocated $14,000, an
increase of over $6,000 from thyiyear's budget. It was decided
though, that the football dub shouldnet have to pay for the lining
of the field; instead, it should be donethy the athletic department
with its automatic liner.
A major dispute involved funding of progaI to be put on in the
Rainy Night House. Some members felt that money should be
allocated to the Student Union to put on proms wherever it,
wishes. Bauer strongly objected, saying that it is "grossly unfair" to
fund programs to be held in the Rainy Night House., because it takes
business away fom student owned businesses on campus. Bauer also
felt that about $5000 should also be advocated for insurance for
these businesses.
College governments were temporarily allocated $70,000. Wider
Horizons, a program to help teach underprivileged children was given
$2,000. The Fencng Club was allocated $725, a drop of about $300
from this year's budget, while the Riding Club was given a $300
increase to $2,000.
Stony Brook's radio station, WUSB, was given $20,000, along
with a $10,000 raise. Statesman's budget was estimated to be
$52,000.
Clubs and services not yet covered were Intercollegiate Sports,
COCA, Commuter Board, Darkroom, Specula, Student Activities
Board and the ticket office. This will all be taken care of at the next
le

sometime
ing,

s week.

CUT, CUT, CUT: The Polity Senate voted to cut
all dub budgets by I 1%Wednesday night.
By KXNNETH BRODY
The Senate slashed $61,500 (11%) from Polity's
budget Sunday night by a vote of 24-1 with five
abstentions. Treasurer Mark Dawson said this
move was neesitated because the Senate
originally budgeted for 7400 students when only
6600. to 6700 students attend Stony Brook
because, according to Dawson, the Senate had
"incorrect"
Admnstration's
the
accepted
estimations of the student population when the
budget was ornally made up last year.
Dawson also announced his intentions to resign
as Polity Treasurer at the meeting (See story on
page 5).
The Senate's decision on the budget will mean
that each group on campus that receives
allocations from the budget will lose 11% of the
money originally allocated to them. The football
club was not cut because it has already spent all of
its money.
On hand at the meeting were spokesmen for
SAB and Statesman who voiced their objections to
the budget cuts. No other groups were
represented.
Robert Tieman, 3ditor-Chief of Sta n,
said that the cuts would mean that Statesman wfi

be forced to put out less issues this term or cut
down on the number of pages of each issue.
Senator Alan H. Fallick, Sports Editor of the
paper, motioned to amend the budget to exclude
Statesman from the 11% cutback. The amendment
was defeated by a vote of 26-1 with 3 abstentions.
A spokesman for SAB, who requested that his
name not be printed, asked the Senate to withhold
$6,000 of the proposed $11,000 cut in SAB's
share of the budget because it '"will hurt SAB's
chances of getting a major concert."' The Senate
rejected his proposition.
There was also extensive debate about the
$30,000 reserve fund which Ann Hussey, Director
of Student Activities, has "accumulated over the
last 11 years from interest on student activity fee
money" according to Dawson. Several Senators
were opposed to voting on the budget until the
status of that $30,000 was established. Dawson
said that the money had been used previously to
help fund such activities as the Ambulance Corps
and WUSB. However, the Senate defeated a
motion submitted by Senator Robert Schwartz
which would have held off dealing with the budget
cuts for one week.
In other actions, the Senate agreed to let SAB
raise the limitations on student prices for concerts
from $1.00 to $2.00. This increase wIll be in effect
until August 30, 1973. Mark Zufanti, a spokesman
is not
for SAB, noted that while the don
binding on non-student prices they will probably
be raised from $4.00 to $5.00 for "4major
concerts." He added that the decision will allow
SAB to book "Hot Tuna" and hopefully two
high quality" concerts for Spring Weekend.
By a vote of 16-13 with one abstention, the
Senate defeated a proposal offered by Carl Flatow
which would have limited Senators to a maximum
of three absences and which would have allowed
them to vote by proxy only twice except if the
request to vote by proxy is submitted in person at
the meeting. Flatow said that the Senate could -not
be considered '"representative" in its present
format because of "paper Senators," those people
who just hand in proxies to vote.
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Toll: I Pledge to Do Everything I Calro
Editor^ Note: Ad
isr on eapone to the 40 safety
dewns of kwt week were distrbutedat tie be

of Dr. toU 'vmetig with approx

e 800

d

the Uneasty community in the Gym hot
dy
aftelloon Th orbginal demans along wth Tolls
response, are publiosd below- in their entirety.
Statesman wfl continue to monitor and report on how
well the administration' safety commitments ae met

INTERESTED PARTICIPANT: Among those attndinq:
Fridays safty meeting was Robert- Chason (Center,
standing), Acting Vice Pesid et for Student Affairs.

OPEN

WMEEING ON CAMPUS SAFETY4 pm, Friday, Feb. 16,1 973r
- Gymnasium.

CAMPUS SAFETY- REPORT FROM PRZSUMBNT TOLI
ITEM 1 Permaneft Vent CGwfts and
Around
All Steam M
es
Four-foot barriers have been built around all manhole
covers that are leaking steam. A warning "Danger-ULive
Steam" has been placed in sixinch high red letters on
these barriers. These barriers are being inspected daily to
see that they are in place and in good condition. Warning
flashers presently are being installed on these barriers.
Permanent vent covers have been installed in the five,
hazardous areas. The covers have iron rods at top and'
bottom to adequately support the stacks. Permanent,
barricades constructed of cyclone fencing 6 feet by 6
feet will be installed by Feb. 26, on all manhole covers,
leaking steam.
ITEM II Correct Wiring and Lighting.
Designs have been completed and bids will be received
Tuesday, Feb. 20 for interim lighting of the connector
road. Aerial cables on a messenger cable will be attached
to existing light standard poles, and proper guying will
be provided for cables. New cables will be run into the
top of the existing operable fixtures. For those not
operable, 250 watt mercury lamp floodlights will be
installed compatible in intensity to the existing light
standard head. This project is scheduled for completion
by March 16.
ITEM M Correct Exposed Wires.
As a precautionary measure, the University has placed
"red box" covers on all known exposed wiring.
Electrical system has been rechecked and exposed wiring
noted has been covered. Anyone noting any other
exposed wire should notify Mr. Siegel immediately.
ITEM IV Bank Roads Correctly.
Correcting the unbolted portion of the loop road is
part of an overall project to correct and redesign much
of the present road network. The project is being
handled by the Construction Fund. The design is nearly
complete. Experiee has shown that it may be as much
as two years before the work is completed. Therefore,
the following immediate interim measures are being
taken to eliminate the hazard: 1) Caution
have
been posted. 2) A semi-permanent barrier has been
designed. 3) The barrier will be completed and road
closed by March 9.
ITEM V Elimate Steam Bowing Across Roads.
In areas where live steam is being emitted near roads,J
the University has placed eight-foot stacks in an attempt
to minimize the hazard to motorists. This is not a total
solution in that there will be some occassions, due to
wind, that steam will blow across the roads.
In order to reduce the amount of steam from their
manholes, all water has been pumped from the holes
near the roads. As an added precaution, warning signs
will be placed in alareas -where steam blows across

Page 4
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ITEM VI and VII Put Up Stop and Road Signs.
for in-patet servie. the need for adequate food service,
Stop signs, as desinated by the Department of
paa
sie
X-y
Transportation, are in place at an campus locations.! more physici, eqipmet,
Adtional
dips warning of special conditions have laboratory and aminition, plus the ever ie
been dg
Si
of poor lighting or other speca
need for more psychiatric ce
has been underscored
hazards have been ordered with delivery scheduled for' on endless
_
. The urgent need for environmental
February 21 and installation to be completed by control staff has been highlighted by the recent death.
February 23.
t
AUl these things cost large amounts of money. In the
Additional special isigns will be placed in bid Feb. 23 sping of 1971, the University and the Student polity
with a return date of March 2, a delivery date of March recommended to SUNY Central the blihment of a
7, and installation by March 9.
stdent health fee. This matter sha1l be reviewed and
A traffic survey was requested yesterday from the disssed again with SUNY Central on Feb. 21.
State Department of Transportation. Further interim
signs will be ordered and installed based on this survey
with an expected completion date of March 31.
ITEM XVI PIe
Health Checks in Cafeterias.
Mem regular sedule of the Suffolk County
ITEM VII Put Up Fee
Around
n Sites.; Department of Health includes at least two or three
1. The fence around the Fine Arts site will be inspections; each semester of all operating cafeterias on
extended to the Administration building before the Stony Brook campus. The most recent inspection
February 23.
i was in January. Any recommended changes in practices
2. Fences around scattered utility conversion sitesi or procedures regading health and station are
axe inspected bi-weekly by the Planning Office.
effected immediately. Maintenance problems am
3. Immediate clening of the Chemistry site has promptly referred to the Physical Plant for repair or
been ordered, and instructions have been issued for
purchase of needed equipment. Follow-up inspections
temporary barriers around existing excavation. are made by the Departnent of Health to insure
Paving on this site is to be completed by Tuesday, compliance with their recommendations.
Feb. 20. Work on this site has not yet been
accepted by the University and will not be accepted ITEM XVI Ex
iation of Rae
and Rats.
by the University unless this paving is corrected.
Prior to February 1, 1973, the Physical Plant
4. Negotiations on clearing and protecting Physics responded to requests for extermination of vermin by
.site are scheduled to take place by Tuesday, Feb. calling in a past control contractor. Effective February
20.
1, 1973, a contract awarded to Fumex Pest Control
5. Additional protection for the.Biology site wille Company provided the University with compreheve
be negotiated by Wednesday, Feb. 21.
pest control. The contract specifies complete periodic
treatment for all cooking areas, cafeterias (weekly),
ITEM DX Repaint M
: on Roads.
cooking
stations (monthly), Suites (bi-monthly), and
Midlinms have been painted on the Surge Connector
individual's room (twice per year). -Requests for service
Road (Tabler to the Nicolls-Stony Brook Road crow should
be reported immediately to the Quad Managers.
connector). Other techniques,- including reunectors, are
*being investigated but implementation will not bet
ITEM
m Adeqa Garbage Pickup.
possible until warmer weather.
A survey was conducted in October, 1972 to
determine- if the total number of dumpmyers were
ITEM X Eiminate Mud and Unlit Pathways, Salt Ice.
adequate. This is
revealed that we have 70
1. Contractors have been warned to. control their
containers - a sufficient number. A problem on pick-up
sites for mud and silt run-off. Grounds crew will
of garbage is due to cars blocking entranceways for the
continue to sweep roads periodically.
2. Salting walkways is being done routinely when. trucks. We ask your- cooperation in keeping -the,
entranceways clear to the dumpsters. Brookhaven Towm
conditions require.
tickets are being issued by University- Police to cars
3. For paths see Item xxVm.
hosting season.

ITEMS XI ad-XII Correct Piping -Tat Belg
or-Ovexg
nd and Fix Ppes St
ig D''

Under

The Grounds Crew has sreyed the total capy
looking for pipes that may be a safety hazard and all
known e
sed pipes have been covewrd.
Those that must be exposed because they cover vents
or valves will be barricaded or marked by 4-foot high
stakes within ten days (by February 26).
ITEM Xm Ambulance Paid for by SUNY (24-hout
service.)

Present budgetary proson for all State University
campuses which do not, operate hospitals precludes
payment for ambulance service. Revision of this policy
has been urged by Stony.Brook and other campuses, and
is under review in connection with a State
University-wide study of campus safety now in progress.
It is therefore extremely important that the Volunteer
Ambulance Corps continue to receive support for thet

blockdng such entranceways
subject to immeaetowng.

and these cars will be

ITEM XIX Check Health Hazards in Dorms and
Buidins.
The University Fire Marshall conducts weekly fire
safety inspections of the public areas and monthly
storage inspections of storage areas of the residence halls
every three weeks. During these inspections, discharged
or stolen fire extinguishers will be replaced. Student
rooms are inspected by the Housing staff three or four
times per semester for general health and safety hazards
in accordance with the proposal recommended by a
University-wide food service task force last year. A task
force from SUNY Central convened to monitor the
progress and success of the food proposal has inspected
public areas and student rooms twice thus far for health
and safety problems related to cooking in the residence

essential service only it can provide the campus for the

immediate future.
In this interim period, the University will begin
provding half-time
secretarial
funding for the
Ambulance Corps. In addition, the University is
beginning to provide the Ambulance Corps funds for
office supplies, for required storage cabinets and for the,
cost of their telephone lines. In addition, radio
communications equipment, previously purchased by.
the corps, will now be purchased by the State. The
University will assume all Ambulance Corps costs within
legal possibility.
ITEM XIV Medical Facities (Physcian on Duty 24
Hours) for Workers, Faculty, Students.
Dr. McWhirter has reported that physicians are on call
on a 24-hour a day schedule -for workers, faculty and
students. Although the request for the 24-hour
availability of physicians has a ring of reality need about
it, there are numerous factors involved that must be
considered. At the present level of saffig and with the
current level of equipment, the University Health Service,
is NOT prepaed to deal witb a serious medical or
surgical emergency. There is no X-ray equipment or
regularly available laboratory service; there are no
resuscitators or emergency room facilities. The
mediate
availability
of
completely
equipped
emergency rooms in the nearby hospitals adequately
cover our needs in this area at present. The 24-hour
presence of a physician would still necessitate hospital
referral for any serious emergency.
The cost of around the clock physicians in residence
coverage would mean an approximate $126,000 increase
in current operating costs.- Adequately equipping the
University Health Service to function as an emergency
room would necessitate a capital outlay of at least
$150.000 of additional money.
The current level of 24-hour coverage includes the
aaiabilit and presence of at least one, more frequently

photo
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all living rooms in suite quads (with the exception of
some freshman suites) had electrical circuitry eranged
to better provide for increaed electric loa
in
authorized cooking areas. Additional equipment has
been purchased for Stage XII and is now being installed.
A contract has been awarded also for new electrical
work in Stage XII and a similar contract for G and H
Quads will be awarded late this spring. Completion will
occur during the summer.
ITEM XXVI Secure Circuit Breases in G and H Quads.
Electrical panel box security has been difficult to
effect in the residence halls due to the location of the
individual boxes and vandalism. The Physical Plant will
weld the hasps and hinges which have been removed in
the past to gain access. The telephone company
decreased the same problem this year by utilizing a
similar solution.

CAPACITY CROWD: The gym was almost filled up as
students, faculty, and workers came to hear President
ToH respond to the 40 demands.
halls and has found improvement over previous years. A
certain portion of the student fee has been allocated by
the Task Force to prevention and cure of safety and
health hazards related to cooking. Problems which
cannot be remedied on the scene by fire safety or
housing staff are being referred to the Physical Plant foa
action.
Problems are different in academic buildings. These
must be identified and systematically treated as part of a
safety program It is for this purpose among others that
we have (for five years) requested a profesol safety
officer. The Safety Coordinator will submit by March 5
a proposal for the establishment of Safety Committees
and Departmental Safety officers. Fire inspections in
academic buildings are routinely made every twc

months.

In addition, the entire
isausinspected annually
for general safety conditions (including fire safety) in
residence haUls and for fire safety indeademic buildingB.
ITEM XX Fix Tabler Steps.
The Tabler steps are part of a major rehab project
scheduled for the 1974-75 capital budget.
The Planning Office recommends the following
interim steps: 1) Temporary wooden handrails will be
installed within ten days (Feb. 26). 2) The early
installation of a separate flight of wooden steps to one
side of the present steps. 3) Barricading the present
steps.
The Planning Office will complete working drawings
for the temporary steps by February 23. Bid documents
will be prepared and issued by March 2 calling for work
to start on March 19. Timetable is governed by State
Law requiring 10 working days or two weeks for bidding
period. Work to be completed by March 23.
ITEM XXI Fix Tiles in Front of Lecture Hall and
Graduate Chemistry Building.
Paving around Chemistry will be completed by
Tuesday,
February
20. If
there
are
improper
installations, they will be corrected following inspection
of work by the Construction Fund. Correcting the
paving around the Lecture Hall is the responsibility of
the original contractor and the Construction Fund. The
Planning Office has met and is pressing for early action.
No date for correction can be given at this time.
IWM XXI
Fence Open Sump Behind Taber.
The fence around the Tabler sump is intact. Holes and
ditches have developed due to poor initial job by the
contractor. The Planning Office has been successful in
requiring re
al work for the entire project, with a
contractor scheduled to begin work of Goading and
reseeding when weather permits. The gaps under the
fence will be closed and warning barriers placed around
the ditches by March 5.

ITEM XXXV
to a Siz De

and
d A

o

by

d

taff
and

'The University has included in its 1973-74
&upplementary Budget a request to ise
the Plant
operating budget to a level equal to the other SUNY
University Centers. If approved, this request will result
in a real improvement in fu gin excess of a tilon
ddola

equipt.

LoThis request includes manpower, material and

ITEM XXXVI Inspect Elevatom.
The University has experienced severe elevator
maintenance problems over the past year. The campus
relies on contract maintenance for this service. Our
contractors experienced an extended industry-wide
strike of repairmen in early July which did not end until
January 1973.

ITEM XXVII Put Traffic lights Up on Stony Brook
and Nico~ls Road Intersection.
Requests for signals at the Stony Brook and Nicolls
Roads intersections were submitted to the Town of
Brookhaven which in turn requested the study by the
State Department
of Transportation which has
jurisdiction over campus roads. The recommendations of
the Department and Brookhaven were the signalized
crossing at the Connector Road and Nicolls, the signal at
the main entrance, and the intersection of Nicolls and
Route 25A. The original request also included the
intersection of Stony Brook Road and the Connector
Road; however, this was not implemented because the
study by the agencies, based on traffic volume, idicated
it was not required.
ITEMxxvm Build Sd
s Song Roads.
The Planing Ofce has unday the development of
an interim plan for improving pathways for e
ans
and cyclists.
Access to the northwest section of the Kelly parking
lot is part of this plan as are sidewalks along certain
roadways and the path from Engineering to Kelly. The
Engineering-Kelly plan will be completed within four
weeks (by March 16).
The Planning Office has already begun dsons
with the Construction Fund and the Central Office on
how to obtain funds for more of this work from the
1973-74 Capital Budget.
ITEM XXICX Light and Pave All Parking Lots.
The gravel parking lots were instaled as a temporary
measure. The Plnning Office is at present studying all
parking around the core to determine what peranent
improvement is possible. . This is a major item of
discussion on rehabilitation requests for inclusion in the
coming Capital Budget Request for Rehabs.
Some temporary lots may be eliminated and restored
to plantings. Permanent lots will be restored this summer
at the Physics and Humanities site.
Additional temporary lighting will be installed in
Tabler lots by April 1.
ITEM XXX Water in Fountains, Soap and Paper Towels
in All Bathrooms in All Dorms.
Inoperative water fountains have been surveyed and
maintenance on these fountains is scheduled to be
completed within a week. Soap and paper towels are in
place in all bathrooms and continuous checks are bKing
made for replenishment of these items. Anyone noting
missing items should notify quad or building managers
immediately.
ITEM XXXI Adequate Facilities for Handicapped
Students.
Based upon a request and studies from Stony Brook,
the Central Office of Campus Development requested
OGS to make a study of ALL facilities to develop a
program and to determine costs. The team spent
approximately three weeks on campus and submitted
their report in early 1972. The project was funded with
the authorization to proceed with the design was given
OGS by SUNY. The project will be bid in May. This is
the first phase and the budget is $300,000.
ITEM XXII More Uitter B yskets.
The University positioned its present litter baskets
(approx. 80) last fa
These are emptied on a schedule
basis and a new shipment of 45 receptacles has been
ordered to be placed at other strategic loatoys on
campus. These already have been ordered and delivery is
scheduled by April 16.

photos by Frank Sappol

VIEWPOINT:
One student expresses his
regarding campus safety.

opinions

ITEM XXXVII Night Emergency Maintenance Crew
Available.
The campus presently has a maintenanceman on duty
from 4:00-12:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. Through
an emergency recall plan, technicians can be summoned
within approximately 30 minutes. Emergency calls are
accepted 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The number
to call is 5910 after duty hours, holidays and weekends.
During duty hours, call 5906. In addition, personnel are
available at the Power Plant round-the-clock.
ITEM XXXVIII Investigate Contractual Fraud.
Anyone having any information relating to the
possibility of fraud is urged to present such information
immediately to the President.
ITEM XXXIX Inspect Fire P enon Systems in
Dorms and
de
iUldin
on a Regr
Basis.
Residence halls receive fire inspections every two
weeks; academc builnp every three months. Part of
the fire safety problem involved unauthorized use of
extguishers, fase
, ad theft of extinguishers
and bell equipment. For example, in last week's
isc
on of G and H Quads, 17 extinguishers had been
stolen. Everyone in urged not to abuse the fire safety

equipmet.

ITEM XL Put Shudks Faculty and Workers on
Conetruction Plan
Boaid.
On February 6, President Toll appointed a Committee
on Physical Facilities punt
to the terms of the
ITEM xXm
ight and Pave Path From Kelly Parking
contract between the University and the Senate
ITEM
XXXm
No Staff or Private Vehicles on
Lot.
Professional Association, which represents the faculty
Walkways.
See ITEM XXVIII.
and professional employees at Stony Brook. The charge
7%e Traffic Regulations presently in force clearly
of this Committee is to review general problems relating
prohibit driving on walkways. The only exceptions are
ITEM XXIV Fix Roads Behind Gym.
to
the
facilities
on
campus
and
to
make
made for emergency purposes and for work clearly
(1) The Planning Office will report by Friday
recommendations to the President.
February 23, on the feasibility of better lighting requiring access to areas by use of walkways (e.g.,
Membership on the Committee includes: Dr. J.
grounds maintenance). Requests for such access must be
using building floodlights.
Howard Oaks, Dean of Dental Medicine, HSC; Dr.
(2) Railroad ties in this area are often displaced by
received in advance by Security.
George Fogg, Ass't. Executive Vice President; Mr.
Previous warnings to State and telephone company
cars parking illegally.
Joseph Hamel, Ass't. Vice President & Business Manager;
vehicles have often been ineffective and Mr. Kimble thus
(3) Cars parked illegally will receive Brookhaven
Mr. Joseph Gantner and Professor Jacques Guilmain,
has directed that any driver violating this regulation will
town tickets and will be subject to immediate
repre enting the SPA Chapter for the Core Campus;
.be
ticketed,
returnable
in
District
Traffic
Court.
towing.
Professor
Michel
Enright and Professor Anne
displaced
and
(4) This area is inspected regularly
Bra sfield, repreenting the SPA Chapter for the Health
ITEM XXXIV Staff Gatehouse 24 Hours.
Sciences Center; and Mr. Charles Wagner, Director of
ties are routinely replaced.
The Gatehouse is manned by students for 16 hours Facilities Planning, Chairman.
(5) This road to be eliminated entirely before the
each day. Former 24-hour coverage was reduced due to!
Formation of a similar committee representative of
end of this summer.
budgetary problems. Plans are being drawn to install students would be welcome. The Executive Committee
gates and close the camps, except for the main gate, of Polity will be asked to de
te such a committee. as
ITEM XXV Rewire Dorns for Cooking.
between midnight and 8 am. These will be installed by
Based on the recommendations of a University-wide
it has in previous years. Every cooperation will be
Mareh 10. At that time a Security officer will begin extended to both of these groups by University offices
Task Force, the University Pignnirg Office was asked to
^* to >- che aimcwua on the midnight shift thus including participation in meetings by Mr. R.W. Siegel
study the feasibility o' varios epectrical rehablisions
??a. -t.
at
is
24-kc-tfr a day operations.
interim Coordinator of Campus Safety.
in the dorms. As a result, by the e^A of the first setnester
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Crime Round-up

Daw son May Resign Tomorrow,
But Says Decision Is Not Final

By ANDREW J. SVERMAN
Febray 11
The buffeteria's ca
vandalzed. lrot

Aby DWARD DUIMOND
pi
ter
dste
the daae
rwas

o

PoitTr a tue Mar D sond
anoucd
*I
X
Seot
et
tolt S
y night that
he intends to submit a tter of

.

FedWar 12

- Aand
lng w
ty,nd

reignatIo

_
b ted in the rear entr Mee of the Physics
b
Into. lbe xmoin
comparmet wa found
400 peces of andy wee brought into

Febrar 13A
stated that $20 was taken from ber room in
Gehwi oeeW, between 11 am. and 12 pm. Se fet that it
wa taken by a black male, 6f2" with short hair and weaing
maroon slacks, orange shirt, and an Afro-Type hat. The subject
was sm with an odd coled bckpak and weaig a white
A pomn =gorts ta s

irrevobe.

inU dugi1^

MiAd by a full1time student.
What is aneede
e
twelve mdat

nt meh
(to > e
Danmon zad at the
SumdA Senaemeeig
He continiued: "It came to a
point when * I had to decide
*hat rm here for, and my
i
t.
hat
purpose ist a of
to come
He dedWred that his d
had been pe!Mding for some time,
"but I felt iit w my b
yeaes
to hold offf unt hs
budget was in order." Dawson,
as Treasurrer, was primarily
responsible for solving the
budget cnsas caused by the
overallocaticDu of $60,000 by
last year's Seenate.
The Treammrer also declared
that 'the iway it is nOW. the
positm potfTreasurer cannot be

hrom the

_se,"

Ag

*

_

.

dm
d a
-sUpend finon Poft if tbey

$S0

want a decent PRdt Trepsuer_
"Tm getting rid of the
hassles 1y resigning rom this
jpb"naid Damson. He ad ome
under muc psure in recent
to
sevel
weeks,
due
oontovesa desins inldn
his attempt to remove Attica
Bligade as a.Ploity dub, ad Us
deision to CAt 11% lOM an
Polity.activity budgets to make
up the needed revenue to
Iremove the present Polity
;budget's deficit.
"All of that played a small
put in my decision.$ said
lawson, "but after taking it all
into account, it definitely didn't
help,
A'
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Councils Composition Questioned
By JASON MANNE
their upocoming weekend and
With six of fi
members present, the
ebbie Smith is a member of the Attkia Brgade,
Community Action Council (CAC)- d
inoey
the pa. Burt
-aed 'wzidh has ee allobated
two-thirds of its e9n g
,900 budget and Rls,
pson of the CAC, ended disc-ssio2
by
entertained serious qu
A t is oompuition.
decWaring that the "...only
ple in d im
Early in the
_
,
a_
Up, er an
studen goverment
axe peop
with vested
nteresed student
qe
d t eede,
legality of the meeting. He asked if the Polity
called
AskedWto
-omment
on the CAC, Lip
Presidentf who apponts lthe
commite members, it "an exercise in futility," and felt that the CAC
could "stack" tfe cmmittees in favor of should not "hav peopne on it thak belong to
particular groups. Polity President Steven
in vested-intets," and that the Polity
Rabinowitz aw
d that the. CAC is "by no President should not pick the members. Lipsker
means a deccommittee. It was created also criticized the general ignorance of Robert's
solely to help the- Stdent Council." The CAC is Rubs of Order among the CAC membe.
mentioned nowhere in the Polity Constitution,
according to Rabiwiz.
The Red Balloon Collective was allocated $175
Lipsker also asked if the CAC was stackeid with to publish a second edition of their nespaper.
vested nIterests. Two members of the CAC
Representaie
tam ed that their publication
admitted to being
atd
with student groups was ne-esaury to 'povide an al ratve to the
that -had baied fdfr
CAC in the past. n
powided by Rttesma"
aming teat
i our Viewpoint," a
dGan
sted that she was "Statesman does not e
Seetay Marilyn
affiiated with
t
Puerto Rican Stu
Bpresenave of the RBC stated that their
Assciation which was
$e200 today for
publcation was a servie to tbe entire campqs

F17
A complainant from Kely repted the theft of 2 Mag
wheels with snow tires, valued at $150. The car was parked at
between 7 p.m.
lot and the theft
Tabler 2
and 1 ajm. A jack and wrench used were found at the scene,
and held at headquarters.
An officer observed a manhole uncovered in Y lot near the
area used by security vehices. The cover was replaced a short
time later by unknown persons.

ToU and Town Hall
To Discuss Sqfety
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John S. Tol will be the

studio guest on WUSB's second
Air'

Ferary 18
Universty Police, while on patrol of the Tabler lot, found a
tfire tying on the ground, unattached ta-vehicle. The the was
taken to headquarters.
STOLEN

-

deal of sdtpends for Stt

€ACAllocates IVIo-stt of budaget;

was phoned in from Huntington, and
utempbd
slicide
An
A unit from S.C.PD. arrived at the
dispatcher.
the
by
tame
s still on the phone.
waer
soene, while the dispat

-
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so sm aM be woud be
.
owftz (to,)
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s 10d
I ~Sb
od

S
0*cM
be shmaply cyat"n
abi
to Cary out
he
Tresurer's duties would be
curtaile becase of his needas
_Ia
as studet and as
Job..holderkw
Dawson, who in addition to
Treasurer, serves on ovwer half a
-mites
rapnging from
dozen c
-Board
to
tbe Union Governing
the Faculty Stuient Asociation,
said that the two major reasons
for his itenton to resign were
the time-consuming nature of
Treasureers position, which, he
says forced him to-miss most of
his dasses and his! financial needs
which the position of Treasurer
does not satisfy. The Senates.

A person reported teat there was an unsafe
cover
between the Union and the
Ceiy
Wdlng. Tbe.
manhole was covered but tfe baricades had
e,
the hazard. A unit put the barricade back in place, and bad
headquaters notify the Physical Plant of the stustion.
A Rocky Point resident plugged in a hotplate in the O9Neill
He received second
.
College Lounge, and it blew up I
d,*w taen to the hospital and
degree burns of the left
released. The lounge area was checked, and found to be vy
unsafe. The Power Plant has been notified.
A unit on patrol discovered a manhole cover with a
"makeshift' handle. A maintenance unit was informed of the
situation and it was taken care of.

-
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comitesand

Three m tolVM I'
kn
4reAe ar
t
Graduate Chemistry building. The Director of the Physical
Plant was notified.
A complainant reported that while he was walking on North
Drive, a state vehicle nearly hit him., He was unable to take
down the license plate number.
A Douglass College resident reported that the ground
around a mne
dainage was mushy and dn.
The
Physical Plant D lector Was notified and the are was

THE TOT1L KNOWN VALUE, OF
PROPERTY FOR THE PERIOD WAS $1,110.
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early Oceber, dse has been

Februay 14
A student says that his 1968 Fiat, parked in the Kelly paved
lot, was stolen. He valued the car at $400.
A person reported that while walking between the Biology
and Earth and Space Sciences buildino, he was assaulted by
being thrown to the ground and kicked by two black males,
* who were driving a late model car.
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A student said that, prior to Chta
recess, he signed out
a locker in the gym. He
dout te locker onM
y
and found it broken into. He valued that the stolen items at
$36,
=
mpainant
A
from Tfier reported his car to have beensplatered wh-e~s..
Headquarters
ed a call from a female who said that
some non-students were living i' a room in Kelly A. An officer
checked the room with the quad m ger and found the room
locked with a non-university lock, which the losmith
removed."- ;

1

Stdt

tae

R

ganonyms
pone alls, on the averag of five
a day. * caller says o ng, and then hang up after a
few ec
. The New York Telephone
bee

1

to

Coupcil, at the
CoHni lieing
on Wedneday.
ater, after talks witbh Polity
Hresident
S
Raim
however, Daondecided that
his
to
ig
w not

J

Sown Hall of the

The
Fos
Sut
Group
.reeeived a aoa
ot $350 ftom the CAC.
Fifty doliar' of thi money will be used for thel
ate posge permit, and the
p
ase of a bl
reaer
of the funds wil be used for geel.

tomorrow night.

The program, designed to seve -asa forum for
discussion of imporat ca
ues, wi be
boadst to the resdential drnis and
hout
Tom
will be invited
the Stony Brook Unio.
to call and discus the queion of safety on
campus with Toll. At this time, Toll is the only
guest scheduled for Wednesdays program.
"Town Hall of, the Air s broadcat every
Wednesday n-ight, fom 7 pm. to 8 pim. The
telephone numbeWE for teW program awe 6.6796
;
and 6-7901.

TMe CAC ecked Ross as
eon to repaCe
ed, and pond a
Lenny RotbernW, who had
set of tempoay bby4awTMese moves, as wen as
the al
_, mstbe approWed by the Stdent
Counn.
-Out of its origalo$4.00altion, the CAC
dnow ha- about $200. R
has pans to
recruit students for the reminin
filled seats on
the
...,,

th

sde
I

bdy

C~tAC troMAU
fe genrlstient body.
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Three Village Liqi
Shop, Inc.
located in the Stony Brook
Shopping Centerinext to the Post

Free delivery 751-14(
.~

La Cu

Sangria I

'MAKE 1
HAPPEN

for 24

Taylor
Country

BLYN
COUNTRY C
Club Drive, Roslyn Heights, Li.

$1.85/

Friday, FEB. 23rdl
:riday, MARCH 2n
9:00 P. M.

Spanish Table Wines $
Red, White or Rose
this ad wit]
-Please Ibrin,
.

you're a gal 19-28 or a guy 20
you can make it happen at our
exciting singles mixer.

aLIE
'I.

W-

A

w

^9

- - - - -

9wmmm--m

MEE '
NGray C

{>

Lou
Getting The Show On The Road

COMMUTER CENTE
GROWING

February 21, 4:00
***.....*-*******

i

«% Come see what we ha

A09
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LIVE TOP ROCK BANDCONTINUOUS MUSIC
O
LARGE BARS with LOUN
:. PARKING FOR OVER 500 (
CIAL MEMBERSHIP PRICE $3.00 - CASUAL Of

0,

DIRECTIONS - Roslyn Country Club (SI6) 621-980
.ongIsland Expressway (Eastbound) take exit 37 Wil
%
go
Roslyn Road (?cond light) turn rightand
ighl to
rive. Turn left.
3n g lslnd Expressway (Westbound) take
*xil39N Guinea
May on service rood till Roslyn Rd. Turn left no go
Drive. Turnleit.
;rand
Central - Northern State Parkway (Eiatbound
o
w
take exiti
29 Roslyn Road
and
turn left
and go % inileI
-r«n b"*.

R INFORMATION CALL: (212) 84647

Z

NO

=x;;

-

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

PERSONAL
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GARY K.
B I RTHDAY
LINDA
HAPPY
RUTHO. I love you. Jason W.
black,
DANE
GREAT
2V
YR.
w/papers, needs good home urgently.
Call Ted or MaryAnn at 6-5492.
BOB: Sorry we
Three Village Inn.
BOB:HAPPY
sleep-ins.

couldn't get

the

BIRTHDAY from the

FOR SALE
TWO SNOW TIRES 7:00:13 - good
condition. 751-8679.

SIXTY SUPER HITS. Recorded by
the Beatles, 4 records from "She
"Bangladesh"
to
You"
Loves
available by mail only. CPS Comp.
Box 734, Montclair, New Jersey.
track
8
records
on
Available
cartridge or cassette. Bank Americard
and Master Charge accepted.
1972 JAVELIN SST automatic, 304
tape
deck.
15,000
miles,
Cl,
Must
Sell!
Excellent
condition.
516-FL 4-1025.

HOUSING
FOR $75/MO. plus utilities share
house with three girls In Lake Grove
(near Mall - only ten min. from
campus). Call 981-7092 between 4
and 10 p.m. or 246-5696-. Ask for
Debbl or Edge.

Pendants
RINGS,
DIAMONDS,
whatever, from cutter to you at real
savings. Brad Bradford, Stage XI l.
0_302.
'

COME LIVE WITH US in scenic
Rocky Point! Only $56 monthly plus
utilities. For Info call 7440388.

MACRAME SUPPLIES cords, books,
pottery
handcrafted
and
beads
shawls, bells
jewelry. The Good
Main St., Port Jeff
Times
150 I.
928-2664.

SERVICES

USED
PAPERBACKS
QUALITY
bought and sold at The Good Times,
150 E. Main St. Port Jeff-open I1
a.m. daily. 928-2664.

FOUR SEASONS TAX SERVICE
Tax Returns estimated and 941 tax
and
clients
for
consultation
non-clients. Year Round Service, 449
862-8844.
James,
Lake Ave., St.

20%-40% DISCOUNT every brand
stereo
equipment.
Consultation,
gladly given. We will undersell any
dealer. Got best quote then. call us
Selden Hi-Fi 732-7320 10 a.m.-10
p.m.
USED REFRIGERATOR & furniture,
at low prices. See large display at!
County Used Furniture Exchange,
1522 Main St., Port Jeff Sta., N.Y.
928-4498, eves 473-8238.
D-76 FILM DEVELOPER $.85/gal.
Call 4389 or 7480 Larry or Bob.
MERCURY OUTBOARD - 50 HP,
excellent condition, $450. Call eves
473-8178.
CLAMRAKES: two 20 tooth sand;
one 20 tooth mud; one 24 tooth
stainless steel. Call 473-8178 eves.
'64 VOLKSWAGEN
asking $325.
Recent engine overhaul now tires.
Call Ed 6-4863 Kelly B 2b6-C.
running
good
VALIANT
1965
condition new ntuffler and tires.
$250. Call 751-6263.

WANT TO BE CLEAN?- We will clean
rooms,
living
bathrooms,
your
bedrooms. Call 6-4157 after 6 p.m.

Any woman who has had an abortion
either while at SB or prior to coming
here please contact Chris at 6-6426
or 6-3690. 1 am doing a story for
Statesman. All Info confidential.
COUNTY MOVING & STORAGE
CO. Local and long distance. Packing
material stocked. Crating and export
work done. Reasonable rates. Short
notice service. Free estimates. Call
473-9779 or 928-4498 anytime.
SPEED READING can Improve your
social intercourse and your academic
career. Under $4 per lesson with your
ID card. Study skills too. Learning
Foundations, 724-5445.
ADOPTION
&
ABORTION
Non-profit
INC.
ASSISTANTS,
24 hrs. with
organization within
In
Gynecologists
certified
board
accredited facilltes. 516-484-5660.
MIDDLE EAST vacation -exciting
economical, possible. Details suppied
no obligation. Americans for Middle
East Understanding. 475 Riverside
Dr., N.Y. 10027.

INSURANCE,
MOTORCYCLE
immediate coverage 6 mo. policy fire,
theft. Frank W. Albino, 1820 Middle
Country Rd., Centereach, 98140478.
AUTO REPAIRS tune-ups, brakes
exhaust, shocks, grease & oil and
other repairs at high discount rates.
Call JC at 246-4205 or 6.

HELP-WANTED
NURSES NEEDED 147 RN's to
work as Peace Corps Volunteers in
medical program in Brazil, Samoa,
Tonga, Malawi,
Malaysia Ghana
Afghanistan Costa Rica, Honduras
and the Caribbean. See your Upward
MargIe
call
or
Office
Bound
212-274-7123.
PSRI
OPPORTUNITY:
CAREER
Educational systems division needs

graduating Senior with following
quallflcations: mature, some teaching
experlence, computer background.
Will be responsbl"e for working with
teachers and Administrators In school
districts - training them on use of
based evaluation and
objective
Part-Time
systems.
instructional
trainee through spring semester
full-time lob In June. Call 751-4515
for intervlew.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND a pair of metal framed
glasses In Hand College before
intersesslon. Call Mo 9-9345 or
6-4231. For info ask for Mike or
leave message.

FOUND make-up bag near Kelly vic.
Call Sherry 6-4324.
LOST Saffron yellow silk scarf in vic.
or in gym, Sat. Call
of gym
286-0451.
'
WHOEVER took my coat and gloves
by accident at the James Mood on
2/10, please reach Charlie at 6-7586
or Tabler 2, room 223A. It's cold
outside, so please hurry!
FOUND one mitten, rabbit fur - bet.
Gray & Irving on 2/14. Call Paul
5321.
FOUND pair wire rim eyeglasses In
Ladies Room of Heavy Eng. Feb. 15.
Call Judy 7418.
LOST gold wire rimmed glasses with
blue tint. Lost somewhere around
Stage XI I area 2 weeks ago. Mary
6-5439.

-FOUND pair of gloves
Bldg. Call 7449, Mark.

2/19

ESS

NOTICES
holds
a
COLLEGE
GUTHRIE
"Conversation with Prof. Slobodkin"
on Ecology Evolution, Darwinism,
and other subjects from the audience,
Guthrie Coffee Room,
8 p.m
basement, Kelly D., Tues. Feb. 27.
COME to Israeli Dancing
Thurs. James College 8 p.m.

every

CLASS
STUDIES
ESOTERIC
lectures and discussions on the
ageless wisdom. Tues. at 8 p.m., SBU
237, $1, all welcome.
_
RAINY NIGHT HOUSE of SBU Is
open Mon-Frl- 11 a.m.-4 p.m., eves
8-12:30, Fri. & Sat.. till 1:30. We sell
coffee, tea, pastries, wine, choose and
many other Items.
STUDENTS
ALL
ATTENTION
applications for the position of
freshman Orientation Leader for
Orientation 1973 will be available
Feb. 21 and returned by March 7 4
p.m. You must be a returning
student; pick up applications bet.
10-4 p.m., 348 Admin.
yoga classes Tues.
KUNOILINI
Mount Lounge, Wed., SBU 248
6:30-8 p.m., afi welcome.
ABORTION Is not a method of birth
control. For birth control counseling
call Sun-Thurs., 7:30-10:30 p.m.
come in person
444-2472, or
Infirmary 124.
Rock *n Roll Revival at The Other
Side Coffeehouse, Mount College

basement, Sat. Feb. 24 9:30-2:30
a.m. Come dance to all those golden
oldies.

SBU sponsors a Bridge Tournament
every Tues. 8 p.m., 226, masters
points given. All welcome - $1 fee
each night.
The Other Side Coffeehouse Mount
College basement is open 7 nights a
week: Sun-Thurs., 9:30 p.m.-1:30
a.m., Fri-Sat. 9:30-2:30 a.m. Also
open for breakfast Mon-Frl 8-1 p.m.
All those Interested In going to the
ISRAELI FOLK DANCE FESTIVAL
at Philharmonic Hall on Sun. March
11 please call Bev 744-6168 or Sandy
751-9749.
ENACT meetings will be hold every
Thurs. 8:30 p.m., SBU 223.
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RCP SKI
TRIP every sat. DUs leaves
from Union, $2.50 for bus payable in
Info contact
advance for more
George 6-3950 or Bob 6-3514.
ERIC PERKINS from the History
discuss
will
CCNY
at
Dept.
Afro-Marxism on Sun. Feb. 25.
MARX BROS' "Duck Soup" wine
and cheese too. It's all at the
Commuter Center Wed. Feb. 21 1
and 5 p.m.
PARENTS! Commuter Center now
has Inexpensive daytime babysitting
service on campus call 246-7747
Mon-Frl 11-5 for information.
NOW the Commuter Center has
bagels too and donuts and friendly
people - check it out.
Security
CENTER
COMMUTER
Supervisor position open. Call Debbie
or Edhe 981-7092 eves for info.

PROF. DAVID SPERLING will be
conducting a discussion and study
group on Kohelet (eccleslastes) a
book In the old testament, Wed. 8
p.m., James College lounge.
CANTOR HANK ROSENBLUM of
North Shore Jewish Center will speak
on Jewish music and will discuss
plans to start a hebrew choir, Tues.
2/20, 8:30 p.m., Kelly C. lounge.
RECORD
TOSCANINI
POLITY
SHOP Is now open Sun-Thurs. 8-11
p.m. We are now located In the first
Arturo
room of
hobby
floor
Toscaninl College (T-5). We have in
stock new releases old favorites and
a large selection of Jazz and soul. We
will order what we don't have in
stock, Including tapes. Cheapo prices.
Come and visit.
Women's Center Is holding a meeting
for all women interested Tn planning
an International women's week workshops,
speakers, films, etc.
Pleace come! Tues. 2/20, 8 p.m.,
SBU 060.
The Women's Center is having a guest
Woman's
Eastern
from
speaker
Center in Manhattan to speak on
self-help clinic, birth control and
abortion counseling. All women
welcome, Thurs. 2/22, 8 p.m., SBU
060.
Want to see your name in print
Immortalized forever and forever?
poetry & prose to
Contribute

SOUNDINGS,
Inclu

c/o

Stamped

SBU.

PSease

self-addressed

envfope,
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Hofstra a Pressing Problem for SB Cagers
By GREG GUTES
On Friday, for the second time in a week, the vairty
basketball team stepped out of their class to play a
nmqor college team. For the second time in a week, they
were crushed. Or maybe a more accurate word would be
poResed.

In their 103-80 loss to Hofstra, the Patriots were
completely unable to handle the Flying Dutchmen's
"surround-the-passain" defense. Stony Brook committed
35 turnovers in the game, with 20 coming in the first
half. It's very difficult to win a game like that.
The Patriots' strategy placed one forward and the two
guards in the backcourt, Arthur King at midcourt, and
another forward under the basket. Hofstra placed three
men in the Stony Brook backcourt, one with King and
one under the Pat basket. After a Hofstra basket, and
there were many, Stony Brook usually would in-bound
the ball to one of the guards in the coner. Then two
Dutchmen would tenaciously double-team that guard,
and he would almost ivariably throw the ball away
under the pressure.
"You always think you can get it off, but they kept
getting a hand on it,"' said guard James Jones.
There was one extremely interesting thing about
Hofstra's defensive alignment, though. It was brand new,
according to Hofstra coach Roger Gaeckler.
"It's the first time we've pressed all year," he said in
his soft southern accent. "They [the guards] handle
well, but they're small. They're going to have a tough
time passing over the double-team."
"He was right," said Pat guard Rick Singer.

-

Varsity vs. Hofstra

King
Graham
Stein
Jones
Ryba
Kaiser
Munick
Singer
Mabery

FG-A
5- 8
5-10
5- 8
4- 6
4- 7
3-12
2-8
2- 4
0- 0

Totals

30-63

FT-A
9-11
4- 4
3- 3
2- 2
0- 2
1- 2
1-5
0- 2
- 0Or 1
X

Pts.
19
14
13
10
8
7
5
4
0

2"2 280 .

----I -

Only when Stony Brook pased to King at midcourt
were the Patriots effective offensively in the first half.
But that wasn't too often. Stony Brook, aead 17-15 at
one point, gave up eight straight points, ad never got
doser than four after that.
Aside fom Hofstra's pes, which at best gave them
many easy layqup and at worst gave them the ball, the
Dutchmen played a tunand-gun, fist style of offense
that Stony Brook was unable to keep up with. Between
the line drive jump shot of Ricky Whitfield (26 points),
the highrcing jumper of Matt LTAN
(15), the drives
of six-foot-six John Farmer (15), and the all-around
game of Rich Baudouin (19),- 8-13 Hofstra was a bit too
much for Stony Brook.

"What can you say?" said Patriot coach Don
Coveleski. "'They were just quicker than us and better
than us ... Our beads weren't here. They were thinking
about tomorrow nigt [BrooklynI."
What gave Coveleski somethi Xo think about was an
unfortunate situation that occurred with 15.47
remainng in the game and Hofstra ahead 6041. After
Farmer got a layup off yet another steal, Stony Brook
called time out, talked it over, and promptly threw the
ball away. King saved it at midcourt over his head into a
Dutchman's hands, stepped off the raised court, and
twisted his ankle.
"I didn't even see it," said Coveleski. "I was talking
on the bench when someone said, "A playeres hurt." I
looked over there and said, "It's Art!"" added Coveleski,
feigning a doubletake.
So King, who had played a fine game until then (19
points), was forced to sit behind the bench with an ice
bag on his bare foot. And Hofstra broke open the game.
Ahead only 47-35 at halftime, the Dutchmen ran rings
around Stony Brook in the second half. Eventually their
lead reached 101-71, and the game degenerated into a
back-and-forth, Cgarbage-time"
affair, typified by Dave
Stein's 13 second-half points and Cad Hunteres refsal to
enter the game with seven minutes remaining, for which
he was expelled from the team.
But what made the Patriots' second debacle in a week
possible was Hofstra's pres. "Everybody blames the
guards," said Singer, "ut everybody is important, in
breaking a press. I don't think anybody did their job
tonight."

Pat Swimmers Are -Downed by Columbia and Que4 ens
By DAPHNE M.N. FOTIADES
On the way to the Riverdale Day
School on Saturday, the Stony Brook
swimmers anticipated their meet with
Columbia.
"Who's going to win? They are."
"But who's going to have more fun?
We are."
And that was a reasonable attitude to
air for the 72-37 Patriot loss. Columbia,
in Division II,has a 54 record to the Pats'
Division
III 6-3 slate. The division
difference, however, proved its power and
strength.
Columbia started the meet with a
4.12.5 400-yard
Widley relay win. The
actual race, though, was for second place.
Stony Brook's combination of Nell
Manis, Merrill Vogel, Phil Le Noache, and
John Brusson outswam the tremendous
strength of Columbia to win a second in a
4.19.0. Le Noache's butterfly secured
second place, as a Columbia participant
began gaining distance and the struggle to
place was on.
Brisson's freestyle
completed the team's place almost a half
lap ahead of Columbia.
Dolphin-Like
Resembling the smooth and rhythmic
style of dolphin movements, Le Noache
and a Columbia swimmer competed for
the 200 butterfly. Three laps into the
race,
a
judge began signaling a
disqualification. It was Columbia's.
"We have to watch the turns so
carefully," said the judge.
"He [the Columbia swimmer] spread
his
suetapart like a frog and this is an
ilhkga movement in the butterfly."'
Thus Stony Brook had one of its three
firsts.
.
Diving Firsts

The other two firsts were gained by
diver Al Sajnacki in his one meter
required and optional dives. Jeff McKee
claimed a required second and an
optional dive third. Both were pleased
with the diving board.
"It was so smooth," said McKee.
(Smoothnessrefers to the feel of a dive as
the diver takes off from the board.) He
gained height, momentum, and set final
position before completing his dive. The
Pats own board is broken for the scond
time this season, and awaits the
replacement
of a fulcrum. In the
meantime, diving practice is difficult.
Bob Combs won a third place in the
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THE TWO FACETS WHICH compose a swimming meet are diving and swimming. These two dives occurred in lat Wednesday's
o n y B ro o k
A f t er Q u ee n s d f eat e
n s t Q u ee n s
a
they were beaten by
th
, e Patstraveled to Riverdale where
e
d tS
College.
home meet gai

100 freestyle sprint. Eadier Combs, or
Paul Plackis,would gain one point for the
Patriots if either placed third in the 200
individual medley. Combs and Plackis
were tied for second, place during the
backstroke and breaststroke, but Plackis
had second place all to himself during the
breaststroke,his specialty. His strength
faltering with the final 50 freestyle,
however, he was touched out and could
only claim third.
Plackis recalled that he had not tied
the time he set in the beginning of the
season until this meet. During races,
Plackis watches the moves of his
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competitors so carefully that an observer sixth lap clinched it.
in
the stands might lose to him on a test
"'That's the way, Brisson." yelled a
of recall. But Plackis,
chided about the swimmate. "It was beautiful. You
held
time lost by turning his head, promised him." "Yeah,
now I just have to get in
not to do it at the Metropolitan shape to
swim he responded.
,"
Championships, which will meet at Stony
It seems, though, that if the personal
Brook on March 1-3.
ambitions continue, the team wil reflect
On Wednesday, the Patriots lost to a rather unusual winning situation.
The
Queens College, 7043. Queens also is a individual deliverances
of the swimmers
tough Division II team. Manis swam his are equal
to the total performance of the
personal best, a 2.24.6 backstroke. team.
Freshman Brisson has time to challenge
On Saturday the Patriots meet at home
him next year. Manis' win in the 200
with Manhattan to determine the Division
backstroke proved exciting, as a dramatic
III championship. Close competition will
effort on his part to gain yardage on his require the
united strength of a team.

Racquetmen one Unique Slate with Two v
By Arthur Kup
With their 6-3 victory over Stevens Tech this past
Wednesdy and an 11-3 trouncing of the Stony Brook
Squash Club Thursday, the Patio
nicquetmen
peted wat could be termed a my "unique"
seson. Unique in that the team's record of 5-12 was the
wost since i ims p
, and yet, at the same time, Stu
Gotetein's record- 114 (38-15 through four years),
d--him as one of the best -squ-hme in the
nation and one of Stony Brook's most ipt

completely dominated Metropolitan Conference squash,
win g 29 of 30 mas.
In an effort to up
the ranking and promenance
of play here, coach Bob Snider bas scheduled more Ivy
League opponents and oee as of this yew d
p o
t
e
_rence.
CBo
1Tis bas put the

of

racquetmen in a tTght sueeze. They -haw not quite
deeoped e g
oge a
toleg
the toptlight
be s lie H
ad,
and Navy, _ s
e just
baely ompete
th lie s of Yale, Triity.and MT,
yet can still come bac to trounce Stevens Tech, Addp-i
athlene.
The Stevens' Tech victory brings out more of the orFordham
aposion the Patriot raquetmen we In.
What during the 1969-70 season was a thrill no longer
Sang
with the 1969-70
eon
aeee .arbrings great outbursts of excitement and joy. Stevens

No Script Changle: JV Loses Two
By ALAN H. FALUCK
The script for each of the Patriot junior sty
baskbaall team's losses during its present six-game losing
streak bascll has been the same. Stony Brook, in a
losing cause, would either spot its opponent some points
and just ta- to catch up or would stay dose the whole
game, but fail in the last few minutes.
At home against Brooklyn on
y and at Hofstu
the night before, the Jayvee kept to the script, and
played the role of loser each time, 72-64 and 86-80,
vely.
"It seems that we've been playing d&&e," said Pat
guard Brian Wasser after
Ituday's
ame, "and then I
look up [at the scoreboard] at the end, and we've lost."
Led at Half
After leading Brooklyn at the half, 38-35, Stony
Brook trailed by only four with seven minut remaining
in the game. An eight -pointburst by the Kinsmen ws
followed by a six point Patriot streak, setting the score
in Brooklyn's favor, 68-62, with less than a minute to
go. But, as in all recent contests, there simply was not
enough time for Stony Brook to catch up.
In the locker room after the game, Stony Brook coach
Barry Luckman drew a diagram of a basketball court on
the blackboard. He shaded an area under the Brooklyn
basket, from comer to comer along the baseline.
'"We played well for 71 out of 74 feet'. said
Luckman. 'The three feet inside we lost the game. I
don't think we were in good position when we boxed
out."
That was when the Patriots boxed out. As usual,
Stony Brook was at a height disadvantage, and it hurt
them off their defensie boards Seral Kingsmen
layups were uncontested, while the Pats had to work
hard to earn a good shot.
"It looked like they were rushing their shots," said
Brooklyn coach Ray Conway.
Dave Wasn't
One Patriot who wasn't rushing his shots was Dave
Marks. After netting 24 points the night before, he again
led Pat scoring, with 15 points.
"You can offset a couple of inches if you play smart
9
off the boards'
he said. But why the increased scoring?
"I'm getting in shape, which is the main thing,"
expained Marks, "adnd I like going to the baskets"
Hitting about 75 percent of his floor shots, which came
on mostly drives and rebounds. Marks was perfect fom
-

- |

-

Brooklyn vs. Jayvee

Marks
Bogart
Dennis
Spearman
Zaretsky
Wasser
Silver
Martinez

FG
6
5
4
3
3
1
2
1

FT-A
3- 3
2- 2
3-4
3-4
0 -0
3- 5
0- 1
-0

Pts.
15
12
11
9
6
5
4
2

Totas

25

14-19

64

-

~~ ~ ~ ~

-

M

-

4--

-

-

-

Jayvee vs. Hofsta
FMQ

10 .

Marks -

2
6
5
5
2
1

Denmi's
Silver
Zartsky
Wassor
Bogart

-.
:

31 -- .

Totals.

ToIt

s

.-

FT--A
4- 4

P.
24

10-13
0- 0
2- 2
1- I
- 4
0-

14
12
12
11
5
2

-. t

II I .

so

1T
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Tech was just one of the very few sure wins in a long,
disappointing year. Goldstein, though, did cement his
lc on a top five ranking in the nation, and the number
one seed in this weekend's Metropolitan Invitational
Colegiate Singe Cam onship.
Fiml Tougts
With thoughts ofte
latt week of team competitions
brging loud cries of joy, be and the rest of the
rawquetmen quickly won sx out of the
tt
contest. . Goldstein, Steve H in, Arnie Kleie and Dave
Gr b
won qu 30 viries, while Eric Gdedsn
and Alan Lee completed 3-1 wins. Mk
itelman,
recoverng from a oold, went down in four gmes, whie
Ionnie Reisn and Peter Yuskevch, stepping in for
two ms,
ped
y th
h
s
by 3-0 sC#es.
A quick trip -home left the majority of the squshmen
wh only one more chore. Much of the coaching staff of
the school, athletically indined adminimstators and
1a6ty members, and former squash team players, all
members of the Stony Brook Squash Club, hungrily
wallted their chance to get at the varsity.'
"-Old Pro Bob
The likes of "ofd pro" Bob
on
vigorously
attackig and ata
the ball, the likes of Patriot
aches RiRc S lia and Don Coveleski, playing on the
sune side for once, and the likes of former team
members Chris Clark, Bob Kor ada and "Clem" Smith
could not bring victory to the dub. Although Dick Solo
(Residential
Gounseling) and Dan Freedman and Oakes
Ames of the Physics dertment pulled out stirring
v
,ioties,
the Stony Brook Club wm omed to a
tough thrashing. Taken in the light.of good fun and
competition, this first of many future matches between
the dub and varsity was a great success.
All that remains now of major signifince is the
N -l's at An
r, Maxyland. S
g
ch 2 and
contin
through March 4, itWreprsentsthe lst
ce
for the top three or four racqetmen to '%vdeem"
themselves& More importantly, though, it presents Stu
Gddstein the chance of possibly tuming "unique" into
"historical."

photo by Robert SchWdU
-

DAVE MARKS had a big
I weekend for the jayvee witn
39 points in two games.

Intramurals

the foul line during the weekend on seven fee throws.
with
In addition to Marks, Steve Bogart also chipped in
with some scoring, notching a season's high of 12 points.
The six-foot-one Bogart has shown much improvement,
r'1^_.1^
c^::i_
I
%Asu€»
ls oilicrX
to which he credits his having a coach for the first time.
I1
Ii
"Our offense is good enough to win," he said, noting .I - - - Last Wednesday one referee was physically assaulted
that the opponents' second and third shots usually lead
at the conclusion of one of the intramural basketball
to the Pats' demise.
games. Charges are now being heard by the intramural
"All those little baskets hurt us," agreed forward
council as to whether or not the player that lost his
Marcs Spearman.
temper should be
insated in intramuzas
'`hey call them gabage baets in the pros," said
Another incident ocued in which one player is
Marc Zaretsky.
alleged to have -pauicipatdfor two different intramura
Some of those "garbage baskets" and a third of aln
teams. One was an independent team and the other a
their points came fom Brooklyn's Joe Crmim "The guy
hall team. T7be intra
council again will decide the
er s
d 24 points in his life," said Conway, Crimis
bte of the two squads and that of the player involved.
coah "I couldn't believe it."
apins, for your team's and the intramural
And ieas what Stony Brook was
atey
department's benefit, please make sure every nemrof
had lost to Holitsa on Friday. They couldnst believe it.
your team is partiipig b
the rues.
No set Plys
Arefreeree jobs are still aailable. Sign up in
"They had no set plays; It was a -elan ofC
NU e,"
the Itramual office. (Pay is two dollam per gpme.)
said Patriot Doc -DAennis aboud
'They had three
big guys who all could Reap."
Led by Howie
Suckman's 26 points, the
One of the t
was Steve Dowling, who had 27
Mucopolysa
ides successfully downed Ralf, 48-41.
points. Aother wasLee S
e who toyed with the
Brian McAuliffe was high man for the losers with 20
Pat defense at will, it seened. He easily drove the middle
points.
for numerous layups, and he was a strong rebounder.
So when Strothers, who had 23 points, acquired his
After ILD3 had successfully defeated ILA3, ILD3
second and third technicals of the game with 5:22 left to
learned that one of its players had already participated
play and Hofstra ahead, 71-59, Stony Brook had a
for another squad. So ILD3forfeited to ILA3,instead of
chance to win.- It was a small chance, but it was a
winning.
chance.
ndiet-Ammann
AUl Strothers did was tell the Pats' Dennis to watch his
Mike Klein and George Uipkowitz combined for 23
elbows. Nothing unusual. When he told the referee to
points in pacing RBA1 to an easy 52-30 victory over
mind his business, however, he was ejected. And so was
OAC1. Barry Perlmutter connected for 18 points to lead
the Flying Dutchmen's ste
h.
the OAC1 offense.
Tad Cut
Roth
The Pats narrwed the lead to seven with 59
IseAN
Henry Mlo
pud
in 11 points to direct the
eannamd thear full-court pv Ps caused mowe Hofstra
WWB1B2 aa,& but GGB2B3 answeted with a 38-28
tumoVe.
e D
-mm wer uable to bing the bMU
victory to quiet
M ioo'
moment of glory.
t. and Stony Brook had the b*H
but of the ,
under their own baet wth 28 s
e lett,
fbeds
down by
EOG1 edgd WG1B2B, 44W8. Thanks for keepwig
ooly 82-80. An emut'pus by Zmsy on tee in-bounds
pkay forceed the It
OmflH~t
and that wn tbe.
KeOn aiff
netUd23 pois
h
guding EOG3 to a
gae. It was a gofort,
but an inoilete oe."37 rout of EP3A38. Fank Sdo a
to sink 11
"We did a
job ofeie,"
XId L
.
wt
WWItoly digee
t
#potftW
"I'm just d
p d w
not wi .
-Mi Lsvibest the pefor EPOAlB2Bi securing a
Th Pts (now 38) socond Ioss of the seam mu to
4339 ioy
ove neib
EP1A2
Catedral, 7064,: In ovrtit-.
At 6 pmn. tonigt
CartonBrown's one-man, 20-point exhibition oved
comes
e&d
to Stoay Biaa1 fog a
_
. For
frules HMUAB was dwsed 46-38 by
Stony Brook, it would be Use peect tim go ed theft John QWnn (17 points) and M1k Wall (14) eda
.
stfk.and,cha.g the s....t.
t-e,wInneb- ;
.--
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King & Co. Beat Conference Leader

rrook]Yyn

By GREG GUTES
It was right out of Willis Reed and the Knicks.
New
York
ago,
the
three
years
Almost
Knickerbockers faced their most important game of the
1969-70 season - the seventh game of the final round of
the playoffs against the Los Angeles Lakers - and their
most important player, center Willis Reed, had a bad hip
muscle. But the almost immobile Reed scored the first
two baskets of the game, inspired his teammates, and
became a member of an NBA championship team.
On Saturday night, the varsity basketball team faced a
similar situation. Visiting Brooklyn College (6-1 in the
Knickerbocker Conference) needed only to defeat Stony
Brook (3-2 in the conference) to clinch the
championship. And to make things worse for the
Patriots, Arthur King had twisted his ankle just the night
before against Hofstra [see story on page 10 I and had
to sit out the rest of the game.
King Even Better
But if Reed came through for the Knicks, King was
even better for Stony Brook. After Brooklyn jumped off
to a 5-0 lead, King scored 13 points in the first nine
minutes of the game to give the Pats a 17-16 lead.
Brooklyn never was able to do more than tie the game
after that.
"He guaranteed us when we came down here that he
was all right," said Carl Kaiser. "He didn't even get
taped, that's how good it felt."
"It hurts now," said King, after scoring 28 points in
the game and pulling down 16 rebounds. "When you sit
down for a while, it gets sore. Stiff, you know, like when
you lift weights . .. [but] it's only mental. You just
have to play and forget about it."
And not only did King provide the physical heroics,
but some mental ones, too. "He's definitely an
inspiration," said Kaiser. "He inspires the crowd and
they go crazy. Then they inspire you."
"It's always reassuring when somebody makes a
basket," said Bill Graham, who had a fine game with 16
points. Then Graham smiled. "Especially him," he said,
about King.
First Half a Battle
Brooklyn gave Stony Brook a battle through most of
the first half, and eventually tied the game at 32 with 50
seconds remaining. Then the Patriots ran the clock
down, and a jumper by Chris Ryba with four seconds
left gave Stony Brook a 34-32 lead at the half.
With the Patriots leading 4140 early in the second
half, the game turned around. King rebounded, threw a
long pass to Graham, and the bearded forward put in a
difficult layup amidst heavy traffic. Then King stole the
ball at midcourt, and Graham ended up hitting two foul
shots. That made the score 45-40.
After a driving layup by Kingsman Mario Marchena,
John Mabery hit King for a layup. King dropped in a
floating layup. Paul Munick rebounded his own miss and
fit it in. Munick hit a shot from the corner. And by
*1ot
<-aore was 53-44.
play that best symbolized the game
.i. ; ::;took a ten-foot jumper from the lane,
. Bio0k-Jyn
1:e
player had his hand squarely on top of
b;1(
-. as Kind released it. The shot swished.
Jumper "On"
-1 jst felt my jump shot was on," said King. "I was
'tiding around with the guys in the locker room, telling
them, 'I'm on tonight. Watch out."'
One of the unsung heroes of the night was Munick,
who hit for 21 points and held conference high scorer
Ed Middleton (24 points per game) to nine. Another was
Mabery, who easily broke Brooklyn's man-to-man press
by simply dribbling like a streak around any defender.
"One-on-one, I don't think anybody can contain
him," said Dean Greene, who scored his first points of
the year. "When they clear out, whoom, he's gone."
But what surmounted any player's individual effort
was the fact that Stony Brook is still alive in the
Knickerbocker
Conference.
Brooklyn
now
has

ARTHUR KING goes high for a rebound as Carl Kaiser (23), Paul Munick, John Mabery (3), and James Jones (24)
form a circle.

completed their season with a 6-2 record. Lehman is 5-2,
and plays moderately tough Kings Point on Friday.
Stony Brook (7-10 overall) is 4-2, and plays home games
against weak Yeshiva on Thursday and weaker Pratt on
Saturday. And Queens, after being beaten by Hunter
68-61 on Sunday night, was eliminated.
So it is now conceivable that three teams could tie for
the lead. That would necessitate a coin flip to determine
which team would receive a bye in the first round. The
other two teams would play their game on a neutral
court, and the final round would again be played on a
neutral court.
"I feel really good," said Patriot coach Don Coveleski.
"We've really got a chance to make something of the
season now. Everybody thinks we're nothing, but we're
not that bad a team. We've just had some bad luck."

And despite Brooklyn's poor game, Marchena still
believes his team to be a factor. "I think we should have
beaten them," he said. "I think if we played them on a
neutral court, we'd beat them."
In a very short time, he just may find out.

Women Cagers
Lose to Wagner
In Game Only
By LYNNE R. PARENTI
The women's basketball team lost to Wagnex
College last Thursday night, 34-33. Despite the
court loss, the Patriots also won.
They won respect as a serious threat on the
women's intercollegiate basketball circuit. And
they won a great deal of it. The Pats' play
prompted coach Sandra Weeden to tell the team
on the way home, "I'm pleased and so proud. You
really did a fantastic job."
The Seahawks are known to be a tough team.
and it was a game the Patriots would normally go
into expecting to lose. But Stony Brook refused to
lay down and die.
The score was tied after one quarter at eight.
Wagner led at the half by a scanty three points.
15-12. But then Stony Brook ran into problems.
If one had to pinpoint the reason for the Pats'
defeat, it was the third quarter. Both teams
committed many fouls. The Seahawks, however.
were converting their foul shots while Stony
Brook shot a sorry 38 percent from the foul line.
And as it turned out, every point counted.
Rally
Entering the fourth quarter trailing 29-23, the
Patriots realized that a game that had been so close
was slowly slipping away. And Stony Brook
rallied.
Peggy Voll hit two foul shots for a 33-32 lead
with 30 seconds left in the game. But Sue
Tobachnick, who led Stony Brook with nine
points, was forced to foul to break up a Wagner
fast break. The two foul shots gave the Seahawks
their one-point edge, and a Barbara Sosnick shot
with three seconds remaining rimmed the basket.
The loss was not as frustrating as most
one-point decisions are. "We played so well," said
Weeden. "I can't be disappointed in that."
After a flood of games that ended against
Wagner, the Pats get a week of rest, and will play
again Thursday at Malloy, another tough team.
And another chance for an upset.

IT'S ALL STONY BROOK: Paul Munick (left) and Bill
Graham battle for a rebound as Arthur King looks on.

r------------_-_____Brooklyn vs. Varsity

Kniek Standings
Brooklyn
Lehman
Stony Brook
Hunter
Queens
Kings Point
Pace
Yesh iva
Pratt
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Offensive
Record Average
74.0
6-2
74.6
5-2
68.8
4-2
62.3
5-3
72.6
4-3
67.7
3-3
3-5
63.7
1-5
51.8
51.8
0-6
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Defensive
Average
61.6
63.9
60.3
60.8
69.4
62.8
62.8
72.3
80.3
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King
Munick
Graham
Ka iser
Stein
Ryba
Mabery
Greene
Jones
Si nger

FG-A
11-13
7-12
5- 9
3- 5
1- 2
1- 1
1- 2
0- 1
0- 4
0- 0

FT-A
6- 7
7- 9
6- 6
2-2
1-2
0- 0
0- 0
2- 2
2- 3
1- 1

Pts.
28
21
16
8
3
2
2
2
2
1

Totals

29-49

27-32

85

L

-

i
-

The varsity basketball team plays Brooklyn Poly
tonight at 8 p.m. and Yeshiva on Thursday at 8
p.m. Both games are at home and preceded by 6
p.m. junior varsity contests.

i
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It Takes More Than Promises
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We have to admit our pleasant surprise at
the direct manner in which Dr. Toll has
replied to the 40 campus safety demands
presented to him last week. Unfortunately,
we find ourselves somewhat skeptical about
the real effect Toll's pledges will have, no
matter how sincere he is about their
implementation.
While Dr. Toll seems to have answered
many of the demands satisfactorily, some
of the responses are definitely inadequate.
If the Senate Professional Association
prohibits students from being on their
Committee on Physical Facilities, press for
a change. Facilities problems affect
students just as much, if not more, than
faculty members. If "agencies' studies"
claim that a traffic signal is not necessary at
a junction, argue for it anyway. Do we
need a death to prove that study wrong?
There were other demands where decisions
"can't be made at this time." They must be
made.
Now is not the time to lessen the
pressure on the Administration and Albany
to make this campus absolutely, and not
just "feasibly," safe and livable. We can not

VOLUME 16 NUMBER 35
Robert Tiernan
Editor in Chief
Chris Carty
Managing Editor
Robert Schwartz
Business Manager

wait until Albany loses its sensitivity to
Raftenberg's death to press for the needs of
this campus. When Albany loses that
sensitivity, Stony Brook will again find that
Albany has no extra money for emergency
lighting, for hiring a campus Safety
Director, or for other emergency repairs.
Let's not forget that it took a death to get
the recent special $80,000 allocation for
safety devices. We do not want the next
$80,000 dollars to cost so much.
Last Friday, only 800 members of the
University
community
showed
their
concern of safety by showing up at the
gym to meet with Dr. Toll. That is less than
10% of the University community. Does
10% represent a mandate? Students must
not lose their interest in safety at this
crucial time.
Dr. Toll has announced many dates by
when certain safety devices will be
activated. On those dates we will be
looking for them. We hope that all
deadlines will be met and that the
University community will not passively
accept Administration rationalizations of
they are not met.
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SAB, It's Been Bad Weather
Now that the Student Activities Board,
SAB, has been given permission by the
Senate to raise the price of concert tickets
to two dollars, we hope that their service to
the students will improve.
Although two thirds of this year's
$60,000 concert budget has been spent,
SAB has shown very little for it. SAB can
argue that last year's referendum, which.
dictated that half of the money charged by
a major group must go to a charity,
handicapped their booking procedures. But
this referendum was overturned early last
term and, except for a brief flurry of
activity in November, the schedule or lack
of one has been abominable.
This trend began to develop last year,
even before the referendum was voted on.
The eternal return of the Blue Oyster Cult,
Delaney and Bonny, the Incredible String
Band and other groups which drive

Rosenberger;
Bill Soiffer;

students from the gym can only be blamed
on poor management on the part of Art
Wagner, who books major concerts, and
Ray Bronson, Chairman of SAB.
SAB's failure to provide entertainment
for the majority of the student body,
which-is its sole purpose, has been colossal.
SAB has been asking for more and more
money every year, and has been delivering,
less and less entertainment to the student
body.
We realize that the good old days of
1970, when Jethro Tull, The Allman
Brothers Band, the Grateful Dead, Procol
Harum, Traffic, Cat Stevens, Poco, Edgar
Winter's White Trash, the New Riders, Hot
Tuna, and Jonathon Edwards could be had
in one year are gone, but SAB has not even
come close to that since then. Now SAB
has asked for a price hike in ticket prices
and gotten it. Now let's see SAB deliver.

Knortz,

John M.

Manager:
Julian
Manager: Carole
Roberta Robsella.
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The President Speaks

Polity President Discusses New Policies
By STEVE RABINOWITZ

'0-I

a)
(D)l

*

lf

you'll find (as I
Irch,
committee and constantly fought to with a little
have the coordinating committee deal did) that most are but ridiculous
with the specific issue at hand and not rumors.
I will present my viewpoints on
throw in every demand that could be
thought of; other demands, the many other issues in the next few
Brigade pointed out, could be dealt columns, because I believe everyone
with by the oraiztion in the future, should know how their representatives
but had no place with the emergency think and how they will react.
demands dealt with at that time. However, at this time, I would like to
Another positive point about the duange the topic to the actions I have
week as
te or taken during my fist
BIgade is that it did not o
support any call for militant tactics at psdent of Student Polity. On
strikes or Wednesday, February 14,1 chaired my
that time, such as im
ejections of all aminirators from first Council meeting. As promised
campus (as did others present at the throughout my campaign, the first
meetings). They recognized, through thing I did was to rearnge and open
experience, that those actions were up many committees to all students.
in attaining any In either this issue ofStatesman or the
non-productive
meaningful end. There have been, and next, there will be an ad,informing all
still are, however, many negative students interested that there arenow
misconceptions about Attica Brigade's many committeesdeeding students.
role in those meetings. During the past Pease don't hesitate to contact me if
week, I have heard many people you want to represent the student
belittle the Brigade in many ways. As body in any way.
In another action this week, I met
open-minded individuals, it is our
responsibility to fid out how many of with Polity's new lawyer, Ira Sloan
these arguments are based on fact (Smithtown), to lay ground work for
before we believe them. rm sure that stabizing student-run besses, for
the doing of Tabler
preventing
cafeteria, and for the purpose of
possible lawsuits by the students for
eaIth and safety violations at this
at
Council,
The
University.
Wednesday's meeting, passed a motion
to support the goals and ideas-of the
new independent organization formed
week's mass and quad
by last
meetings. The Polity lawyer will be at
this new organization's disposal as
soon as the organization decides on
what legal action is necessary.
I have many more things to say, but
as I must limit myself, for Statesman's
sake, they win have to wait until next
week. If anyone has any questions or
suggestions, please call or come to the
Polity office. I am here to represent
you as well as myself. Make yourself
known.
TO HEAR WHERE ELSE YOU COULD CUT EXPENMffURESr
(The writer is the president of Polity.)

Council, the only time I vote on next

i is presented to
year's budget is when it
B Column is the first of a weekly
the Council by the Ileasurer. I will
series that will be written by me to
not vote in favor 4 of any budget
inform you of what is going on inside
athletics
withe»ut
submitted
more
and,
office
Polity
the
in a mano er con
e to
specifically, how I have reacted and
this years budget.
plan to react to Politymatters. Before
In answer to the question on my
I sumize what hashppened during
political afiliaion, 1 would like to say
this first week, I would like to throw
that I am not a n eb
of any
out some of my ideas and viewpoints.
0izffoD m on campus.
Since the two most asked quonspoitial
I lve vM V dlose ties and
Howe,
during the last few weeks have been
affections for theAt MicaEBgde. As
"Do you support athletic funding by
Fred Solomon (a verydoose friend of
Polity?" and "Do you belong to any
mine and newmembe rof the Brigade)
political group on campus?" Ill start
in
out
pointed
by answering them. fIst: yes, I do
Friday's
last
Viewpoints column, Attica Brigade
support intercollegiate and intramural
seems tobe the onlyp Olitical group on
athletic funding by Polity. I believe
campus with conret e proposals and
that the state should have more
concerne d
"honestly
in
responsibility
financial
the
with
conditions on this cal mpus." When I
intercollegiate athletics, but since we
all know that won't happen, I don't attended the nun fn
neetins in the
Union last week, I not ied that Attica
believe Polity should cut athletic
ted he idea of a
rge suppo
funding out of the student activities
fee budget. Athletics is a popular long-term organizatio a, formed to
activity, with a large amount of sustain a large moveme nt for improved
living standards. Attica Brigade limited
participation, and should not be
their own inout into t\ hercoourinatinc
excluded. Aspresident of the Student

;6

'OWANT

Red Balloon: Unpopular Viewpoints Ai 1
By MICHAEL ZWIEBEL
Tired of football? Can't get it
together for a game of basketball
anymore? Well, don't worry - there's
an exciting new sport in town. It's
called "Witch Hunt." All you have to
do is pick out a radical group,
misrepresent the facts concerning
them, call them a few names, and
voila! - you have a game.
Lately the primary target on this
campus of this particular game has
been the Red Balloon Collective. It
seems to be in the interest of a certain
group of people to portray the RBC as
a group of sneaky and devious
Communists who slink around in the
dead of night attempting to undermine
all movements of decent people. In the
recent safety movement, for example,
many ideas put forth by people
affiliated with the RBC have been
discredited not on the basis of their
merit or lack of merit, but rather on
the basis of their source.
of
scene
recent
most
The
witchrhunting has been the chambers
of Polity. At a time when all
authorities from Nixon (budget-cuts)
all the way down to Toll (Mitch Cohen
sentenced to jail, Fred Friedman up on
University charges) are engaged in
repression, Polity has chosen to play
along. Newly-elected Polity President
Steve Rabinowitz, for instance, has
adopted the vicious tactics of Joe
McCarthy in order to purge his
councils of those political elements
with whom he does not agree. He has
simply branded all such persons
of the Red Balloon
"members
Collective,' accused RBC of having
infiltrated and taken control of the
Polity budgetary councils, and used
this slanderous attack as a pretext for
ridding himself of these unwanted
persons. The facts, of course, do not
quite jive with his paranoid view of
things. Of the three persons whom he
bianded RBC and kicked off of the
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Community Action Council, only one
(Douglas Appel) is actually an RBC
member. Rabinowitz, however, simply
didn't like the way the other two had
been voting, and so included them in
the purge.
After all this, the witch-hunt reached
its logical conclusion in budgetary
matters when the Polity Executive
Council voted to cut off Red Balloon
funds, saying that the RBC has
received a "disproportionate amount
of Polity funds." This lie reached its
height in last Friday's Statesman with
a cartoon depicting the seedy members
of RBC gleefully robbing Polity of its
funds. Since the only thing a
witch-hunt cannot stand up to is the
facts, I- am reprinting below a
complete and accurate record of all
Polity club funding so far this year:
Wider Horizons .......................... $3350
Punch and Judy Follies............. $2300
Puerto Rican Students Org ........ $1365
Soundings.................................. $13$0
Student Community Weekend ...$1000
Eastern Farmworkers Assoc. ...... $ 923
Viet Veterans Ags't. the War ......$ 910
Human Sexuality ...................... $ 790
Tutoring Programs ..................... $ 750
725
Attica Brigade ...........................
Red Balloon ............................... $ 692
Gershwin Music Box ............. $ 628.50
-Hospital Volunteers ................... $ 550
Kelly Fall Fling .......................... $ 450
Tabler Oktoberfest ..................... $ 450
Benedict Day Care ..................... $ 400
ONeill-Stage XII Day Care ........ $ 400
Black Students Union ................ $ 400
Asian-Americans Concerned ....... $ 375
Nov. 4th Coalition ..................... $ 360
Anthropology Club ............... $ 350.75
$ 333.50
.....
Chinese Assoc .
Hillel .......................................... $ 300
plus 15 other dubs funded for
under $300.
We notice here that many goups
a
have received far more fd
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RBC this year. We are not implying at
all that any of these allocations are
unfair or that any of these groups
should have their budgets cut - we
believe that all of these allocations
'ares very valuable and support all of
them. We merely wish to point out the
irrational nature of the attacks that
have been perpetrated against the Red
Balloon, and wish to point out that
the fact that the Red Balloon has been
the only budget cut by the council is a
symptom of gross unfairness and,
indeed, of political discrimination
(Rabinowitz claims unconvincingly
simply to have "not seen" the other
large budget requests that came before
the- Council at the same time as the
Balloon requests. We believe there are
political reasons for his selective
blindness).
There is also an argument that
because of the small number of people
actually involved in the production of
the Red Balloon newspaper, we should
not receive as much funding as other
groups. To this we answer that it must
be the service provided, and not the
number of people actually involved in

wo

or

production, that should determine
funding. For instance, Punch and Judy
Follies, despite the relatively small
in
number of people involved
production, received $2300. The
not
was
amount
this
reason
is
I however,
"disproportionate,
because by the end of the year, 7,000
persons will have seen their shows.
Similarly, the Red Balloon, receiving
approximately one-quarter of the
Punch and Judy funding, will reach
approximately 7,000 people each
issue, despite its small production
staff. Let us add to this that if staff
size rather than service were the
determinant, then Statesman should
be cut drastically from its $39,000 per
year figure.
In closing, we can only appeal to
the University Community to examine
facts rather than prejudices. In times
of austerity, it is always unpopular
political viewpoints that must suffer.
Let's stop that sort of repression from
happening here.
(The writer is an undergraduate at
SUSB.)
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Monday's CAC meeting was told
by J
y
a Al Fallick.
political disrmination was
perfectly within the cines of the
Polity
The ames which the council and
the other powrful spoesmen
(sic) of the stdnt body" are'
playing is out and out p
discrminatio
aas
oer
members
of
the
campus
community.
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diverse interests. Has Polity, whose
and
function
immediate
responsibility was to mobilize
students, done its task adequately?
Or is Polity an organization with
-and
cliquish
leadership
narrow-minded people with vested
interests. It -is my opinion that
Polity is rapidly losing sight of its
responsibility to the students and
SUNY at Stony Brook.
Man B.
-

Paper Senators Harm You!

qk6

An Open Lettrto Students
To the Editor:
Sunday night at a meeting of the
Polity Senate I presented a motion
which I felt would help make the
Senate more representative as well
as function more smoothly. This
motion provided that the number
of absences of senators and proxy
votes allowed be severely limited in
order that senators who ran for and
won offices would be responsible
for showing up at approximately
11-16 meetings per year. This
motion was defeated by a vote of
16-13 with one abstention. A good
deal of the "No" votes were proxy
votes and it is probable that the
motion was defeated by those
One of the major,
poxes.
arguments ainst the motion was
not enough
axe
that there
commuters willing to rin for a

senate seat. Some were, however,
willing to submit their names inorder to sign away a proxy for
every meeting. To consistently give
each senator three votes seems to
me to tip rather than balance
representation. Keep this in mind
when the budget comes up before
the senate, and don't complain
after it's done and you find you
don't like it. You can decide
whether you want it to be approved
by only eight people. After all the
cries of complaint about the senate
srewing students why haven't you
tried to see that your seatos are
voting the way you want. Actually
it would be more advantagious to
see if your senator is voting at all!

Editor's Method Questioned

Cad Flatow
Polity Senator
Guthrie Colege

subject matter.
The opening and dosing sentence
referring to the ASPCA is great for
ing
a high school paper. It says
of the play. A production cannot
be bad in the first and second acts,
and good in the third act. It is
acting and direction which hold
be noted. Donut say it's bad or
good, rather say what is good and
Owl"
bad and why.
"a rather poorl y
play" is

simply jarrng. And saying that the
vast
actors
"offers
play
opportunities for improvisation" is
simply not true. A two character
play is a highly stylized at form
tightly controlled by the diretor.
inda's attempt at a Clive Barnes
is a sheer disaster. However,
neview
if she studies draa,learns how to
control emotional selfindulgence,
and avoids cute phses and
concentrates on literary critique,
she might make the Smithtown
pape. And then agin, she might
not get a letter to the editor written
abwt her article - and then what?
Rita St

By the same logic, someone else
can use the same argument against,
for example, the Attica Biad.
They can argue that the Attica
of
kind
are some
B}igade
Bolsheviks, and that their ideas
could eventually lead to such events
as the brutal purges, the liquidation
of the Kulaks, the suppreon of
the Hngrian and Czechoslovak
revolutions, the persecution of the
Jews, and the silencing of literary
and cultural figures. Therefore, the
Attica Brigade, or the Red Balloon,
or socialists, or any radicals, should
be supressed now! (I hope I do not
need to add that I support free
speech for the Attica Brigade as
well as the Marines.)
Senator Joseph McCarthy, when
he was riding highs would reply to
the charge that he was violating free
speech by saying that he was for
free speech, except for the enemies
of free speech, who, of course, did
not deserve it. Stalin used to say
-ing
anyone had the
the same t
right to disagree except those
Trotskyites
counter-revolutionary
and other agents of imperialism.
The people who dumped the table
are using thesame argument.
But I am told that, after all, free
speech is only a "liberal" idea. I
hope it is. But it is also a radical
idea. No one needs free speech
more than radicals, who are, of
course, perceived by most people as
dangerous minorities, and who are
the first to be silenced when free
speech is abridged. I fear that we
may be in for some rough days
before NIxon's second term crusade
against "permissiveness" is over.
Let us not do anything ourselves to
of
to
a climate
contribute
repression.
Hugh G. Celand
History Dep
ent
I

Review Needs Much Help
To the Editor
wit the
wihnted
I was very
qualty of the renew by Linda
Fisher which was more flippant
than informative, and showed a
glaring lack of
wledge. of the,

now.

"It

Students' Needs Not Served

l~
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dissemiating will later lead-to bad
acts, we will silence them right

Tothe Mt=
May I say a word in support of
f Stat san and the
the o
Union Governing Board that the
should
de)
MaridnHe
of free speech in the
have the
Union?
of students and
A numbe
faculty members, many of them
acting from the bestof intentions,
argued othrise in a recent letter
to Sat a. They dted the fact
that the Marines have often been
Iplism by
used on behalf of
government, which
U.S.
the
certainly happens to be true.
two
however,
are,
There
difficulties with this argument. One
is that the Masines, ike other
armed forces, do what they are
ordered to do. If they are ordered
to surpress a revolution in the
Dominican Republic, or to burn a
Vietnamese village, they do that; if
they are ordered to fight Nazism as
they did in World War II, they do
that, too, which I presume few of
us would object to. The main point
ae not an
arnes
is that the Ma
independent force. They *what
the government tells them, and if
they do bad thins then we should
change the government.
But there is a much more
pportant point. That is that
freedom of speech (or of the press,
or of assembly) is not intended for
popular causes. They don't need it!
It is for unpopular causes, even
hateful or potentially dangerous
causes. The real test of democracy
is to defend, not bad ideas, but the
right to advocate bad ideas (or at
least ideas we believe to be bad).
Those people who overturned the
Marines literature table were saying
two things. They were saying (1)
we are smarter than other students,
and we appoint ourselves to
prevent, by force, the other dumb
students from hearing bad ideas.
They are also saying (2) because we
think what the marines are

i

To the Editor:
the
When one reflects upon
events within the last week, one
fundamental question should' be
asked: Does the Stony Brook
student organization
University
reflect the needs and interests of
our fellow students:
Within the last week we have
observed the complete mobilization
of students with common and
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To the Editor:
I would like to compliment the
editor on an excellent choice of
"theater editor" in this past issue of
Statsmn. Steven Fischer, for
anyone who does not know, was
'"he Last Sweet
chosen to
Statesman
Isaac.99
of
Days
has an excellent
undoubtedly
method for choosing its reviewers.
A few weeks ago, a review of the
movie "Deliverance" was written,
so apparently, anyone who knows
anything about movies, must know
something about theater, right?
Anyway, this person was asked to
renew ". . .Isaac." However, he
had to go away one of the
weekends it was playing, so he
asked a friend (?), Steve Fischer, to
do it for him.
This inexperiened nurd has
never before reviewed a play, and
abou
knows absolutely

writing. He is a msca ignoramus
and a theatrical moron, and should
not even be allowed to read
Statesman, much less write for it.
The review was written in the style
of a seventh grader and reflects his.
own opinion, but not that of the
majority of the people who saw
"Isaac". I was introduced to the
putz, and asked why, although he
had the progran, the names of the
director, musical director, and only
one member of the cast were
omitted from the review. He
responded, while picking his nose,
"I dunno?"9
If "all the world's a stage," I
don't want Steve Fischer revie
it. (By the way, that's Shakespeare,
Steve. Ever hear of him?)
-SeMe

ic

MuAcal Dtreetor: "1he Last Sweet
Day of hua"
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Calendar of Events
Lecture: Prof. P. Bretsky is speaking on
"Reproductive Isolation and the Origin of the
Species" in Humanities 240. 5:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Movi: Groove Tub, an uncensored adult TV
satire, will be shown in the Rainy Night House
in the Union through Saturday at 11:30 a.m..
1:30 pm.. 8:30 p.m.. and 10:30 p.m.

Baskball: The Patriots vs. Yeshiva University
in the Knickerbocker Conference tournament, 8
p.m., gym. Admission $1.

Meeting: There will be a meeting of the Sri
Chimnoy Meditation group at 6 p.m., SBU 248.

The ' Pats vs.
Basketball:
J.V.
Community College, 6 pfm., gym.

Meeting: The Black Health Science Organization
will meet at 9:30 p.m., at Whitman College
lounge. Elections will be held and $5 for this
semer!s dues dues will be assessed.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Film: COCA will show the film "'The Devils" at
8 p.m.. and 10:30 p.m.. Loc. 100. Will also be
shown Saturday night.

Metn2: WUSB Theater Arts Depts. meets at
8:30 p.m., in the WUSB studio.
Meeting: The Women's Center is holding a
general meeting for all women helping to create
an International Women's Week with speakers.
films, workshops and entertainment at 8 p.m.,
SBU 060.

Dance: Magic Productions is sponsoring a dance
in =the SBU Balroom from 9-12 midnite.
admission is $2.
Dinner: The Italian Club is sponsoring a Potluck
Dinner at 8 p.m., Roth Cafeteria lounge.

Lecture: First in a series of lectures on Socialist
Chili entitled "Success of Failure?" Given by
Prof. iKnight who is with the Institute of
Colonial Studies at Stony Brook This lecture
will be at 4 p.m. in the library, room 328B.

Squash: Stony Brook vs. Stevens Tech in the
Squash
Invitational Tournament, away at
Hoboken. N.J., runs until Feb. 24.

Discusin: Cantor -Hank Rosenblum of North
Shore Jewish Center will speak on Jewish Music
and will discuss plans to start a Hebrew choir at
8:30 p.m., in Kelly C lounge.
Movie: "Tuesday Flicks" will show Citizen Kane
and Imnmrtal Story at 8 p.m.' SBU auditorium.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Lecture: Dr. J. Guilmain will discuss 'the Art
and Architecture of Western Civilization"at 5:30
p.m., in-Lec. 109.

Lecture: Prof. Gerald O'Grady. director of
Center for Media Study at SUNY at Buffalo will Discussion: Prof. D. Sperling will be conducting
give a lecture entitled "Media Stody" Which is a discussion and study group on Ecclesiastes, a
second in a series of lectures of the book in the Old- Testament, 8 p,mn. in ,James
Communicatkos »n Society interdisciplinary
hunge.
* program. It will be held 7:30 p.m., Lec. 109.
Vanity V
ll:
Stony- Brook's Varsity
Basketball team faces challengersfrom Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute in a Knickerbocker
Conference game at 8 p.m., gym. Admission $1.
J.V. Basketball: Stony Brook vs. Cathedral
University in the gym at 6 p.m.
Lecture: Dr. David Benfield will continue his
lectures on Contemporary Morality at 5:30
p.m., Lec.102.
Lecture: Equality of Opportunity is tonight's
topic in a series of lectures by Prof. Sheldon
Ackley at 8:30 p.m.. room 143 of the Old
Engineering Bldg.
Lecture: -Prof. Peter Bretsky will lecture on
Reproductive Isolation and the Origins of the
Species, 5:30 p.m., room 240 of the Humanities
Bldg.
Lecture:
English Prof. Earl Schreiber will
discuss Pirandello's Six Characters in Search of
an Author and "Right You Are" in his series on
20th Century Drama tonight, 5.30, Lec. 100.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Lecture: Communications in Society Program
and the Instructional Resources Center are
sponsoring a televised lecture on Radio Drama at
4p.m., in Lec. 109.

Meeting: Outing Club will meet at 8 p.m., in
SBU 236. There will be a lecture on Wilderness,
First Aid.
Meeting: The Institution of Self-Study will
conduct a Meeting at 7 p.m., SBU 237.
SwiminWg: The Patriots vs. Fordham at 5 p.m.,
away.
Services: BSU is holding a memorial service for
Malcolm X at 3 p.m., SBU auditorium.

Swimming: Stony Brook's -Varsity Swimmers
compete against Manhattan CoUege in- a
Metropolitan Conference meet at 2 p.m., gym.
Concert: The Student Activities Board is
sponsoring an informal concert with John
Roberts and Tony Barranda, 7 p.m.. SBU
auditorium.
J.V. Basketball: Stony Brook vs. La Guardia
Community College, gym, 6 pjm.
Dance: Rock 'n Roll revival at the Other Side
Coffeehouse. Mount College basement, 9:30
p.m.-2:30 a.m.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARYY
5

Lecture: The Women's Center is having a guest
speaker from Eastern Women's Center in
Manhattan at 8 p.m., SBU 060.

Movie: COCA
presents "From
Time to
Timbuktu" 8 p.m., and 10:30 p.m., Lec.100.

Concert: The Palmer Music Chamber Ensemble
will play chamber music from Baroque to
Contemporary in Union theater at 8 p.m.
Lecture: Prof. B.N. Grofman will speak -on
"Rationality and- Magic" in SS B-218, 8 p.m.
Meeting: The Biology- Society will meet at 4
p.m., in the Biology Lecture Hall.
Dancing:- There willbe
Israeli Dancing in
Langmuir lounge, 8 p.m., every Thursday.

Lecture: "Research on Drug Use and Sexual
Deviance" will be the topic of Erick Goode's
lecture at 8:30 p.m., in Lec. 103.

Lecture: Prof. R. Miller will discuss "The
Factory or the Opera House: The Conflict of
Skill and Talent" at 5:30 p.m., Humanities 240.
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Varsity Basketball: Stony Brook vs. Pratt
Institute in the final game of- the season, a
Knickerbocker Conference match at 8 p.m.,
A
gym.

Movie: Long Day's Journey Into Night" will be
shown at 8 p.m., Ammann College lounge.

Movie: 'The African Queen" will be shown at
8:30 p.m., Lec.100.

STATESMAN

Mood: Kelly Quad presents the winter splinter
featuring the Wombats- Rock 'n Roll Show
starting 9 p.m., in Kelly-cafeteria.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY, 22

Lecture: Prof. R. Dryer Bennett will speak
about "The Art and Traditions of Minstrelsy" at
5:30 p.m., in Light Engineering 154.
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Suffolk

Concert: SAB is sponsori
by Jim Kweskin, 8 p.m., SBU

innformal concert
-aulitrium.
co-

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26
Lecture: Dr. W. Muench, Director of Advanced
Ocean Systems for Grumman Aerospace
Corporation will speak about "Engineering
Aspects of the Deep Sea Submersible Benjamin
Franklin" at 8 p.m., ESS Lec.Hall.
Recital: Pianist Kazuko Hayami will perform in
a Master of Music graduate recital at 8:30 p.m.,
Lec.105.
Lecture: The Communications in Society
Program and the Instructional Resources Center
are sponsoring a televised lecture on the
Daytime Serial at 4 p.m., Lec.109.
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In the Maelstrom: My Experiences in Filmmaking
*
*

Editor^ Note:
Many of us haw theorised phOoaophixed and
prophescsed about an area of study. But we rwetygeta
chance to test our ideas urith practical experience.
Norman Hochberg got a lucky break and wntwed into
the real woHd to participate me^tdayeofftbiimak^
He came to realcse how ideology cannot always be
actualized but defpUe the frustrations he underwent an
experience whichjcannotbe found in a classroom or rap
session. In the first of a two part series^ Norman has
given a personalisedaccountof this experience.
By NORMAN HOCHBERG

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

Kan (Behind camera) checks Joe's camera anqt^
while, in another room. Al swings a boom mike
ready to pick up conversation at a teacher
conference * * * *

Wednesday; January 31,1973
8:00 pjn. - Wearing his green trenchcoat and black
scarf, Kari Epstein looks like a film director. His hands
make wide sweeping gestures and his voice is nice and
loud. Beginning tomorrow I will be working on his film,
a 20 minute fictional short we will be shooting at the
Shoreham School.
At this evening's equipment
check-out I am introduced to the other members of the (
technical crew - Joe, our tall, thin and very dry-wilted
cameraman; Alphonse, a jovial Columbia film student
whom I always saw wearing a brown scarf, either about
his head or around his neck; Elaine, our flame-red-haired
script giri; Anne, the assistant cameraman who spoke
with a heavy French accent that took me almost an
entire day to understand; and Jim, a very much harried,
but always lively producer..

God knows wlu^ they thought of me; it couldn't have
been much. An undergraduate film student (actually a
Theatre Arts major, since Stony Brook has no film
department) whose only previous experience was on a
baby 16«D Botex camera, being required to wort; with
*niiMstifliNl sound. nrtitinf mirt rimrm rrpiipmi ii<
The equipment, done in a very cordial manner over
ample helping of wine and cheese is a dream for me, as
is our schedule - eight consecutive days of shooting, in
which eight scenes are to be done, many of them very
early in the morning. Crew call for tomorrow is 7:30
ajn., which means I have to get up at 6:30. Frankly, I've
long doubted that 6:30 ajn. even existed, it has been so
long since I've seen it. Stffl, HI try.
Thursday; February 1,1973
6:30 ajn. - Well,. 6:30 does exist, as does the
Shoreham School. Surrounded by a score of oabbling
third through eighth graders, the crew and its two
carloads of equipment arrive at 8:15 for our first set-up,
a medium-sized classroom which will serve as five
different classrooms in the third scene of the film. Joe
and I go about busily finding the right positions for the
lights (film needs an awful lot of light to be exposed the
right amount, but Joe didn't want the scene to look
unnaturally fit). Meanwhile, Kari explains to the first
class just what they will be doing. Films, he tells them,
are not filmed in their correct order. For example, since
it was easier to get the classroom scene done today, it

Why Do 1500 Yogurt Tops Cover His WalK)
By MICHAEL DUNN
If one were to walk into room A26b of Whitman
College, he would immediately be struck by its unusual
decor. The 1530 Dannon Yogurt tops stapled to its walls
provide a suitable environment for the Yogurt King of
Stony Brook, Fred Ost.
Ost, who has not yet decided what to do with an
additional seven hundred yogurt tops in his desk, has
been eating yogurt and collecting tops for the last three
and one half years and says he is responsible for eating
about 30 per cent of the yogurts which have supplied his
wall with its strange decoration.
Ost, a junior physics major began eating yogurt in
eleventh grade when his mother offered him some. Ost
said, '"She used to eat it all the time. I finally tried it and
liked it. I used to eat them every day. Now, I only have
about one a week."
He bagan collecting tops that same year, when he
learned one of his friends was collecting them, "but I
didn't get too many in high school." Ost said, ''When I
found out this school was loaded with yogurt freaks, I
started collecting them as a hobby, like collecting coins
or stamps."
"I go around the Union around noon when it's most
crowded, asking people for their yogurt tops. Here, 1
thought it would be a good way to meet people. It's a
good conversation starter.
"Sometimes I meet other people who collect them,
but I think I have the most. A lot of people who give
them to me say that they have friends who collect them,
but when I tell them how many I have, they say they
don't know anyone with that amount."
Weird Hobby
O.i admits that his hobby is a little word, "I think
people think I'm crazy for collecting them, but they
know there are a lot people who do slightly strange
things without being totally crazy, so I guess they accept
me."
Ost has gone to great lengths to obtain his yogurt
tops. ( <! put an ad in Statesman about two months ago
advertising for yogurt tops. So far, I've gotten four caus.
Two were cranks, one said he had some, but didnt show
up, and one giri brought 15."
Ost has complained that crime on campus had
affected even his hobby. "Last term I pot a beg on a
machine in the Union saying, "deposit yogurt tops here.'
I watched for a while from a table and saw about 20 of
them go in. I left for a while, came back and the bag w»
(one. Since then, I havent put any more bags up."
The change of food machines this year has also
curtailed Ost's collection of tops. 'This year it's tod,
they got rid of the vending machine*. Last year I could
pick them up an the time during weekends. This year
they're only sold at the grill, which is dosed weekends. I

also have a corner in the Union, where people who know
Fm collecting tops leave them/'
Ost also has several people scattered around campus
hoarding yogurt tops for him. "One giri in Langmuir
College, Claudia, is good for about 50 to 60 every three
weeks."
OnlyDannon
Ost collects only Oannon Yogurt tops because 'Ws
definitely the best yogurt around. It's the only one with
no artificial anything. It definitely tastes better than any
of the others. I feel I could do an ad for them."
Last year Ost sent a picture of his old room covered
with the cardboard circles to Dannon, saying that the
company could use the picture as a promotional device,
if they so desired. Dannon replied that they would keep
him in mind, but had no plans for such an ad in the

immediate future.
Ost also says that Dannon tops are the most colorful
and make the best decoration. "It's really brightly
colored, like a rainbow. People walk in and say, 'Holy
shit. Who did that?' and I like telling them I save them
and put them up. I think most people like them. Some
people, tike my roommate, say they don't, but I really
think they do."
Ost said it took him ten hours to staple all the tops to
his wall, considerably longer than it took him last year,
when a window took much of the wall space in his room
in Langmuir College.
Meanwhile, Ost continues to acquire Dannon Yogurt
tops at an incredible rate. When asked what he intends
to do with the 700 plus tops not on the wall, Ost
replied, "How the hell do I know what I'm going to do
with them?"

Booh Revl«»w

Not Accurate but Captivating
By MARY JO McCORMACK
Green Darkness, by Anya Seton. Boston: Houghton,
MiffUn Company, 1972.
In order to write history successfully, the author must
capture and involve the reader completely and
wholeheartedly in what he is recounting - in a sense,
"to pierce and possess the sight of the soul." (Philip
Sidney) If he achieves this goal, the reader rarely forgets
what has been revealed to him, for in a way, the events
of another age have become a history of himself; they
have impinged upon his life.
Historical novels, although rarely entirely successful in
this endeavor, are also rarely failures in at least capturing
for a moment the fife of a reader. For unlike the
historian, the novelist can nold tile facts to achieve a
mood, "a tangible myth." One of the most popular
historical novelists today is Anya Seton, whose
numerous novels have achieved varying degrees of
success. Her newest book, currently on the Bestseller
List is Green Darkness, which falls somewhere in the
category of the mediocre.
Prefacing the book with an actual excerpt of an
English family chronicle, the author presents the reader
with the myrtery of the death of a young giri of Tudor
England, and her involvement with a member of this
particular famfly, one Stephen Maudon, a young
Benedictine mook. The crucial action of the novel takes
place at the time of the ascendance of Bloody Mary to
the throne, and chroirides the love affair that took place
between the monk, and a young gtri, one Cefia de
Bohun, and which ended in both their deeth&
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However, the author sets this story within a larger
context. It is here that the book fails, for Miss Seton
concerns herself not only with the creation of a story
from a tiny glimpse of the past, a task at which she is
very good, but also with the possibility of reincarnation.
It is her enclusion of the occult in a book which already
contains a wealth of intricacies of plot that weakens the
overall product, and often fails at sustaining the reader's
interest for long periods of time. In attempting to appeal
to contemporary tastes in literature, the author appears
to have written a kind of second-rate House on the
Strand, which was such a success two years ago.
Nonetheless, the book is fun to read. for it is a
prolonged, housewives' fairy tale. Although there is
truth in it, it is essentially fantasy, and fantasy which the
reader knows from the start will end with an the
mysteries solved, all the criminals brought to justice, and
the wronged justified and exalted. It is safe reading, for
even the suspense, an important ingredient in the plot is
vaguely chimerical.
Although Green Darkness is rather motivating, or
laigdy successful as an historical novel, it nonetheless
creates a mood which the reader carries with him for a
tfttte time after the reading is complete. It is impoesible
not to enter into the worid which the author creates,
even if she tails in an attempt to import any true
historical knowledge of the period. Perhaps its appeal,
along with that of all unsuccessful historical novels, lies
in the fact that for a Bttle whtte it envelope the reader in
a foiry tale worid ~ rather than captoring, and pfterdng
the sight of the soul, it clouds it.

will be filmed first, even though it is the third scene in
the picture.
The sequence involves shots of a series of five
supposedly different classrooms in which five different
subjects are being taught. Each of the shots will be on
screen for about five or six seconds in the final film, Kari
explains, yet wfll take a lot longer to mm. He is very
right - the initial set-up takes us about forty minutes,
with the five classes taking a total of three hows to
complete. We finally break for lunch.
12 noon-The crew mows outside into the 20 degree
cold for a few shots of Ramon, the lead (he has a sfightiy
below normal IQ and is a petty troublemaker, his
teachers decide to test him), meeting his friend Jose
after school and running through the woods nearby. The
sequence, which will be the last half of scene four,
requires me to hold an ultra-sensitive microphone near
the action as Al attempts to record the pair's
conversation. At first the whir of the camera holds us up
(it would come out on the soundtrack). When that is all
settled, ten students are set walking (their walk makes
nice crunching noises on the ice), but an airplane picks
that moment to fly overhead, wiping out the mike and
making the take unusable. This is characteristic of
almost everything in filmmaking; you will shoot about
two or three unusable shots for every one you use in the
final film. In addition, you will try to get several
additional good takes (as they are called) to {day around
with when the film is being edited together. As a result,
a lot more film is shot than ever shows up on the screen.
Hollywood films end up with about a 15 to one ratio.
KarTs film ends up at seven to one. It is no wonder that
wc-rdke until four to complete the 60 to 90 second
scene. All in all, we've taken nearly eight hours to film
two minutes of Kari's product. It is a good day and we
go home quite happy.
Friday; February 2,1973
6:30 ajn. - My earliest class last semester was at 1:00
pjn. and I was barely able to get up on time for it many
times. For some odd reason, however, I have no problem
aasing at this absurd hour. It is very strange.
Still, it is no stranger than the scene we are to film
this morning. It involves two of the five sections of scene
seven - sequences of a gym class practicing tumbling.
The main problem is the lighting. The room is so large
that it takes Joe's considerable lighting skill and some
5600 watts to fill the place with enough light to film.
Unfortunately, we quickly discover that the gym's
power system isn't built to handle 5600 watts and we
b^gin to blow a few fuses. It is not until two hours of
extension cord stringing, light switching and copious
testing have been completed that we are ready to let the
camera roll.
Then Kari discovers that tile choreography of the
scene makes frequent re-takes and re-adjustments
necessary. Slowly the ten students selected for the scene
become restless and tempers grow a bit shorter. Kari
begins to bark orders. But somehow, we all weather the
storm intact. At 2:30 Kari calls a wrap on the set and we
bleak for lunch.
One thing I discover during this morning's shooting is
that working with a boom mike is a lot harder than it
looks. For one shot I had to hold a mike out on a 12
foot pole (a "boom") and follow the gym teacher as he
walked around. The mike, which had to point at his
mouth as he practically pirouetted about, was too often
oat of place. As a result, Al often got bad sound. It took
some complicated trickery to correct my flub.
3:00 pjn. - After this morning's sequence, this
afternoon's fairly standard scene is a relief. In it, Ramon
vilits the principal's office only to get a brush-off.
Everything works pretty smoothly and scene two (as this
is numbered in the check-list) takes only three hours to
complete. We wrap for the day with word that
tomorrow's exterior shooting has been postponed to
Sttnday. We will shoot several scenes from other days
^ead. (>ew call is 9:00 ajn. What a relief-I can sleep
late!
Mxuday; MtettMy 3, If
9:00 ajn. - Time are a few problems with this
morning's set-up, in which Ramon and Jose peer around
a <toor watching an orchestra rehearsal. For one thing,
te orchestra really isn't there (all of next Monday has
t»n aUotted for the filming of that mammoth scene and
ewrybody on the crew is afraid to talk about it), so the

two have to fake their interest. Luckily, both are quite
food actors (a rarity among amateurs) and can do it.
SecoMlly, the scene (which wul be fitted into the larger
orchestra scene) necessitates many short talus followed
by completely new lighting set-ups. This prolongs the
filming, but we finally finish at noon, only slightly
behind schedule.
12:30 pjn. - This afternoon we've scheduled two
scenes. The first is a dotty shot of Ramon walking down
the ha0 (the camera will ride along beside him), and the
second is a set-up inside the library. Jim. our producer, is
worried about this tat one, since the library is being
used a lot this wed and this may be the only time we
get to use it.
Unfortunately, tee hallway shot turns out to be much
more complex than we thought it would be. Thirty
minutes go by in experimenting with the whedchair in
which Joe will be pulled for the dolly shot. It is finally
decided that the scene cannot be shot that way (the ride
was too bumpy and the camera position not
satisfactory). More time is lost determining an alternate
plan, and when it is devised it turns out to be very hard
to light. An entire hallway must be tit while keeping the
light stands out of view of the camera. In addition, the
focus must be changed manually while the scene is being
filmed, since Ramon will be walking towards the camera.
It is_ not until 4:00 that Kari judges the scene finished,
and by then, Ramon is becoming hard to work with.
Rather than over-extend him Kari calls a wrap for the
day.
We are now about one-half a day behind schedule and
Jim hurriedly reschedules the library scene for very late
on Monday (after the potentially exhausting orchestra
scene). It is not an enjoyable thought, but it must be
done if the film is to be finished on time.
Sunday; February 4,1973
10:00 ajn. - Al, the sound man, misses the train
station in his ride back from the city (he had to go into
New York for a job yesterday), so we start shooting the
tree-house scene, our big exterior shot, about an hour
late. The tree-house is a wood structure built the day
before by a group of kids from the Shoreham School,
and it is a piece of art, with many hidden angles and
possible shooting positions. Kari loves it and decides to
expand the scene.
Ramon and Jose scamper around the tree-house for
three and a half hours while Joe films them from all
angles. The outdoor location gives us a few added
problems, as our cars (and some of the equipment) is a
distance away, and we tend to draw a crowd of
on-lookers (something we don't want in a supposedly
deserted forest).
I don^t have much to do save for a few camera set-ups,
so Al and I take off deeper into the woods for a sound
tone. This means that we record the sounds of the forest
for use as background noise in the scene. All of the
dialogue being done today has these sounds in the
background already, so the parts without dialogue need
it as well, to prevent the sound-track from sounding
dead. Tones, I find out, have to be taken everywhere in rooms, fields, halls, even in empty closets (if we are
filming there).
We record for about 45 minutes then help to re-load
the car for our ride to Shoreham.
2:30 pjn. - We arrive, an hour behind schedule, to
set up for a scene whidi has just been added to the film.
Kari has completely changed the movie's ending and,
though I'm not sure what he has replaced it with, this
scene must be part of it, since it wasn't in the original
script.
It is a fairly standard set-up made difficult by the
fluorescent lights and the overhangs in the classroom
where we are shooting. In the sequence Ramon meets a
sincere but not helpful psychologist.
Once the scene is set up, however, everything goes
smoothly and I am put to work taking sound levels and
checking the soundtrack for unwanted noise. In my
spare time I chat with Elaine. She must keep track of the
film's continuity, making sure that when Ramon
scratches his left leg in one shot he does the same in a
doce-up of that shot. She also codifies each take.
It is becoming obvious to me that the crew is
beginning to come together. We are now joking around
and enjoying being with each other. It is a good feeling,
something we wfll need to get through tomorrow's
mammoth scene alive.

*

*

**
... KarTs job not only Included coedilne the
camera but coaching the actors as well. Jose, who
turned out to be a fine actor, receives some
training above. Jose te supposed to be casuaHy
glancing at someone neerby. -No" Kari explains
after Jose flubs ttee fftrst take, ^Tfast you rub the
right side of your face then turn to look over
there." Jose, after listening attentively, does tt
correctly the second thne through.
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